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This issue of the SpeakOut! Journal is made possible through a tremendous 
collaborative effort.  We start with every writer who took a risk and attend-
ed a SpeakOut! writing workshop.  We are proud and awed by your efforts. 
We also thank our volunteer facilitators at the Larimer County Jail and the 
men in Work Release and Community Corrections as well as those work-
ing with our two youth writing groups from Turning Point and Remington 
House: Ryan, Jamie, Kelly, Matthew, Leslie, Carolina, Shay, Haven, Emily, 
Leanndra, Manton, Bree, Derra, Yibei, Shelby, Alexander, Michaela, and 
Lena.  A very special thanks to staff at our community partner sites: the 
Larimer County Jail, Remington House, Larimer County Community 
Corrections and Work Release, and Turning Point. We also recognize the 
CSU English Department for providing staff and material support, and 
give heartfelt thanks to the Anschutz Family Foundation and Bohemian 
Foundation for their grant support of our program. Thanks to interns for 
insightful commentary on design of the journal, and to Holly for speedy 
and studied compilation.  As we circulate this issue far and wide, we are 
humbled by this talented community of writers and thinkers.

Names in bold above are Community Literacy Center interns during Fall 
2018-Spring 2019.
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“If you knew me, 
you would know I have a big heart. 
If you knew me, 
you would know I finish what I start.”

“If you knew me, then you’d think I should too. Know me or everything or 
possibly you too. Would everything be true? Would all things be through?”

“If You Knew Me
you would see that I’m not the guy you should hate.
You would see and let me be. But you don’t, guess it’s fate.” 
________________________________________________________

Take a moment to reflect on your life. What would others have to say about 
you? What misconceptions might they have? How well do they really know 
you? 

Each of us are profoundly complex and multifaceted— we contain multi-
tudes. Though each of us are detailed and colorful mosaics, our true selves 
are buried under thick layers of misunderstanding and judgement. Others 
will never truly know us the way we know ourselves. The writers in this jour-
nal are all too familiar with this feeling. They are mothers, fathers, friends, 
lovers, dreamers, and doers, minimized and overlooked because of one in-
escapable condition they share: confinement. Their light is hidden away be-
hind walls, longing to be seen and understood by the outside world. 
 
The SpeakOut! program provides a place for their light to shine brightly. 
Each week, writers at Larimer County Jail, Community Corrections, Turn-
ing Point, and Remington House come together to raise their voices and 
share their stories. These writers pour their hopes, dreams, triumphs, and 

 iF YOU KNEW ME 

iNTRODUCTiON: 
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tribulations onto the page. For the first time in a long time, they are able to 
tell their stories the way they want them to be told. For the first time in a 
long time, they are seen for who they truly are. The pieces included in this 
journal offer a glimpse into the hearts and minds of those who are all too 
often ignored.  Read it thoroughly, share it widely, and cherish it for the gift 
that it is. 

May their words feed your mind and nourish your soul. 

attention speakout! writers

You may continue to submit and publish your 
work through the SpeakOut! Online website:
https://speakoutclc.wordpress.com
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Speak out
Say something
Anything at all
it all matters
Use your tongue
Your mouth
Yell it
Whisper it
Express yourself
Be honest
Lie a little
Twist the truth
Make ‘em guess
Just do it!!
Learn to 
Don’t spend your life 
Locked inside your own head
Let your voice be heard
Don’t chicken out
Speak out!!!

AJ

SPEAK OUT
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Brayden J.

UNTiTLED

excuuuuse meeeeeeeee
You say i can’t do what i want,
well you are mistaken.
People say i’m frag-ilay and people say to that,
“You must be italian.”
i am the opposite;
i will handle whatever life throws at me.
i AM STRONG.
i will not tolerate somebody telling me different.
if you want to tell me i can’t do something
because i’m small,
and pick on me because i’m respectful,
and a good person, you can,
but i will prove to you that i will do it.
Now, go back to your fancy house,
and you can keep living your fancy life,
but bug off,
and go to your hot tub, 
but i’ll be there one day;
i’ll be better;
i’ll be a cook.
i’ll be a cook. 
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Nick G.

MY LOvE FOR YOU

My love for you is an everlasting power
14 years and my favorite moment was on one knee in the shower.
You’re my Guardian Angel, there if i ever fall off track
That’s why i love you to the North Star and back.
My love is an open door i would never lock you out
Like a snowball downhill, it keeps growing and won’t stop now.
Time has prevailed and we are tried and true
You’d be the only one i need for anything i go through
Just stay down and i’ll ride ‘til the wheels fall off
You’re my monkey and i love you and i hope we never fall off.
You gave me my son and that’s the last piece of my life.
if i were to die today i’d be proud to say you’re my wife.
i just want to see the best days with you
Our story is so far from thru
And i promise to be the best man i can
Your #1 fan, Nick G.
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Ray T.

iF YOU KNEW ME

if you knew me, 
You would know i have a big heart. 
if you knew me, 
You would know i finish what i start. 
i love a lot, hate a little
i’ll fight for what i believe in 
it’s that simple. 
i love to skate 
it’s part of my life 
Nollie the flip
Frontside slash the halfpipe.
Punk rock changed our lives,
Just like Sublime said.
it breaks my heart that i can’t see Bradley live
Because he’s dead,
My favorite song is “i Saw Red”.
Oh, don’t forget about graffiti and tattoos
What it do homie? 
What you need me to do? 
i go so many colors 
Which ones you wanna use? 
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Nick G.

iF YOU KNEW ME

if you knew me what are the positive things you could or would say 
about me? if you really knew me you would then know i’m a realist, lov-
ing, kind, gentle loving father that takes after his father. i’m a spitting 
image of my father and amazing dad that taught me how to be a dad. 

                             i love you, 
                              Dad

Baby,
            You make me stronger than i ever thought i could be. You and i 
sit there and dedicate songs back and forth. My favorite one would have 
to be, “Your everything” by Keith Urban. i remember the tears it brought 
to your eyes, as you looked at me and said, “no one has ever done that for 
me.” i told you, “you know you’re everything to me, and for you even more 
is what i want to be.” As we sat there looking at each other in more than 
love, i realized you, my home, my victory had finally come. So for you 
baby, “Your everything” is what i want to be. The Song when we are apart, 
reminds me of your Smiling beauty, your shining glow, the perfume you 
love to put on. Baby you say i saved you but baby the one who got saved 
was me, your everything is what i want to be.

Joshua D.
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Hillbilly

iF YOU KNEW ME

if you knew me you would know that i’m lonely. My ex left me. i loved her 
with all my heart. i went to meet my mom and she did not care about me. i 
started drinking snorting pills trying to get these 2 very important women 
out of my mind. i’ve been locked up for a year now come December. And i 
can say i’ve been to the hospital 12 times because gangs and people who dis-
like who i am decided to break one of my ribs, fracture my eye socket, and 
destroy my back. if you knew why i walk weird sometimes or why i wear a 
back brace it’s not just because i got in a wreck. it’s because i’ve been beaten 
up by people with baseball bats, chains, fists, and believe it or not a f**king 
hammer. i dread every day that something bad will happen to me. i just 
honestly want to be cared about. i don’t know where i’m going to go after 
Turning Point. i don’t know who to ask for help. i’ve been clean for a little 
while. i’m proud. We all make mistakes, but i don’t believe i deserve a second 
chance at life. i’ve done a lot of bad things. Hopefully my life will get better 
before more bad thoughts come to my mind and it’s too late to ask for help.
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David F.

iF YOU KNEW ME

if you know me, 
you would never break my heart. 

if you knew me, 
you would know how much i hurt. 

if you knew me, 
you would likely pity me. 

if you knew me, 
you would never leave me. 

if you knew me, 
you would understand. 

if you knew me, 
we would be friends. 

if you knew me,
i would give you the world. 
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Ashlin S.

UNTiTLED

if you knew me you would know 
i suffer with staying down below 

if you knew me you would allow 
me to fly & glow 

if you knew me you would know 
this is so hard for me to show 

if you knew me you would 
know i hate to tiptoe 

if you knew me you would know 
my heart’s with peter pan. 
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Amanda M

SO YOU WANT TO KNOW ME?

i am the way i am
because when i was little,
my parents locked me in a closet
with just a flashing light,
which is why my blood pressure rises
everytime i see a light flashing.
i am the way i am
because i fought for dinner every night,
so when you say i’m fat,
it doesn’t just hurt me; it breaks me.
i am the way i am 
because as i was growing up,
no one showed me they cared,
so don’t get mad when i
don’t believe that you care.
My trust issues run deep
like when someone even lightly touches me,
my reaction is to fight.
Please don’t ever tell me i’m weak,
‘cuz i been through things 
that could scare the toughest person.
i am a sad person
even though i’m a jokesta,
but trust me my laugh is so much more.
i laugh so no one can see me cry.
i laugh so people don’t know they’re the reasons why.
i laugh so i look tough,
so when you ask me if i’m okay,
i’ll always say, “fine as a dime,”
because deep down inside,
i am not fine.
The sad thing is, 
maybe after reading this,
you will all know why. 
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Jay

MY SELF

From the places i’m from, to the places i will go, i wish i could say there is 
no place like home. People will ask will i succeed. My life is growing just 
like a tree. One thing that i have always wanted to see, is the place where 
my dad will play catch with me. i’m from The Streets where no love found 
me. My own people in my house aren’t trusting me. One thing they say is 
i am a thief, but with all these charges, cops catching me. i just wanna feel 
free like an ape tree to tree, but where will i go when no one notices me? 
i feel like all these define me. All these judges saying my charges are me, 
and that is why i am the way that i am. So don’t ask me that’s what i think.
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Buddy Lee

iF YOU KNEW ME

if you knew me, then you’d think i should too. Know me or everything or 
possibly you too. Would everything be true? Would all things be through? 
if you knew you would have a clue, or things might even possibly turn you 
blue. if you knew me you see, then what would be left to be? i’m not like 
the alphabet from A to Z. See there’s more with we and infinite with free; so 
do you truly want to know me?

Vanity

P.O.W.E.R

Sometimes the smallest voices speak the loudest words
And the smallest people move the biggest herds
So really listen while i speak these words
Didn’t know how powerful my voice was til i was silenced
Sometimes quiet is violent
But power is silent
Didn’t know i didn’t have to be loud to be heard
When i really didn’t have to say a word
You may find it absurd
But quiet is the worst
it’s the difference between not knowing and wondering
Don’t know about you but not knowing worries me!
Yea ima a**hole no need to curtsy me
Shout out to moms for birthing me
i was stuck in gangland for what the power was worth to me
Turns out i didn’t need these clowns to word for me
i struggled to find my worth you see
i could’ve just stuck to the code and moved silently
Alone
i mean privately 
Where can’t nobody take my voice from me
And if i wanted you to know you would’ve heard from me
Now i’m my own woman and power is me
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Lady B.

CHAPTERS OF MY LiFE

Chapter 1:

i walked down the sidewalk and fell into a deep depression from being in 
toxic relationships with guys and girls that later led to my anger and made 
me go south to where i started doing drugs and drinking with the wrong 
people.  i couldn’t get out, and i couldn’t figure out why.  it wasn’t my fault.  
it took a long time to get out.

Chapter 2:

i walked down the sidewalk and fell into the same anger mindset that led 
me to my drug addiction with a needle in my arm and me not understand-
ing it at all, what the f**k, i was doing again.  it for damn sure wasn’t my 
fault.  i was blaming everyone for my addiction and anger problems and 
was also really struggling to get the f**k out.

Chapter 3:

i purposely tripped on the sidewalk and fell and found myself in the same 
mutha f**king hole again due to be comfortable to me.  it’s like a big fuzzy 
blanket that caught me when i purposely tripped into that hole.  This time 
i do understand why i am so comfortable here again, it’s all i know (my 
drug addiction, my anger, my deepest darkest secrets all warmed in a blan-
ket ready to catch me when i need it) why and it was my fault cuz i allow it 
every time to catch me.  This time it was easier to get the f**k out.

Chapter 4:

i walked the sidewalk and saw the same big hole but due to my better 
mindset, i walked around that mutha f**king thang.  i will not allow myself 
to fall into that drug addiction again cuz i can overcome it.  
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CHAPTERS OF MY LiFE CONT.

Chapter 5:

i chose another sidewalk due to my better judgment of myself and know 
i deserve to remain sober and deserve to be happy and that i am good 
enough to have this life and not that old life.  So i chose a better path.
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Ty B.

ABANDONED

if you knew me, you would find,
People say good things about me, 
They say my heart is kind. 
i know i have plenty of issues, 
i know i carry too much pride. 
i am very stubborn, and sometimes
 i walk around like i am always right.
if you knew me, you would find,
The source of my pain is from being abandoned
By my loved ones who left me high & dry.

A., if you knew me, you would have known,
All i needed was for you to return the love that was shown.
if you knew me, you would have seen,
That i loved you & only lived for our home team.
When you met me, i was lost. 
Then your warm nature melted my heart, 
From its long season of bitter cold and its frost. 

A., if you knew me, you would find, 
That our love would be one of a kind. 
For that we would need these few things, 
You would need to trust me, & also you must tell the truth,
But you must stay & not run away.
That would be the most important thing. 
You didn’t stay you have run away. 
Now again i am alone, i feel abandoned & betrayed. 
You weren’t the first, probably not the last,
But when i feel abandoned i spiral down fast.

J., if you knew me, you would know, 
How grateful i am to have had the privilege to call you my wife, 
But most of all, 
To share our beautiful children that give me purpose in life. 
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J., if you knew me, you would know, 
How hard it was to let you go. 
Nevertheless, i am proud of you now,
You’re a wonderful mother & i want you to know. 

J., if you knew me, you would have guessed, 
That taking the kids & leaving the state 
Would leave me a mess.
Now, all that i really have to say, 
is i’m sorry if i was who made you want to run away. 

J., if you knew me, you might have stayed, 
We both would have avoided the severe addiction 
My life’s abandonment has made. 
But now you know why i couldn’t stay after your affair 
i’m not sorry for feeling so betrayed
But can you blame me?
i hope it was worth it, probably not,
‘Cause i know he was lame. 

Sister, if you knew me, you would know
That i’ve always looked up to you; i want it to show. 
For the sake of building family bridges,
i’ll use and “i” statement, in hopes it will flow. 
Sister , i feel abandoned & alone,
When those i love run away with no contact.
i worried & was too young & didn’t know how to cope.
What i need is someone to stay by my side,
No matter how rough life gets, 
No matter what they will always ride. 

Sister, if you knew me, you will find, 
That no matter what, with you i’ll always RiDE. 
You have reminded me what it means
To hold dear our blood & our family’s pride. 

ABANDONED CONT
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Mother & Father, i see you getting to know me, 
You have shown remorse for any time
i might have felt abandoned for your detachment in my life. 
Mother & Father, i want you to know, 
i am forever grateful for your love 
And that you let it show. 
You have both stood by
As i face the darkness from my past,
You remind me that it’s ok to fall
As long as i continue to try. 
i will cherish our time together, 
From now until the day i DiE.
The one who will not be named, 
if you knew me, you would find, 
i hold nothing but regret, 
Hatred that’s 1 of a kind. 
if you knew me, you would known, 
That i was way too young, i know you know! 
if you knew me, you would see, 
The trust i give you has allowed you to hurt me. 

To the one who will not be named, 
You know who you are, & i dare you to face me.
My issues with abandonment started with you 
But my road to recovery you can never take away from me. 

ABANDONED CONT
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$ Y.S

SUCCESSFUL

Successful is when you’re ahead 
And inside you’re at peace and 
Are thou heart isn’t dead 
Where we are all humans 
And bleed red but we 
Are not adults cause babies 
Are born with that other head 
So wisdom & knowledge 
Help me stay ahead
Like how i dream big so that’s 
When i can rest my head 
That’s real talk triumph
How i’m gonna walk. 
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Amanda M.

UNTiTLED

i want to succeed.
Not stay home and smoke some weed
while watching tv.
i wanna explore,
like maybe find the cure for depression,
but here i am obsessing over weed,
because that’s what i “need” to feel better.
i want to go to college and maybe graduate.
Maybe go skydiving and find my fate.
They always tell you it’s never too late,
but that’s not how it feels
when you’re on the ground crying at night,
knowing it’s late,
and if you don’t relate,
then i’m glad you don’t gotta feel like it is Too Late.
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Buddy Lee

MY KiDS

Princess Power
Every time of day that i think of you
My day lights up and it’s no longer blue.
i miss you a lot in case you had no clue,
i love you forever and this is always true.
Without my Little Princess, i don’t know what to do
But i promise you this, i’ll Always love and be thinking of You!

Teeter-Totter
My daughter, my baby, now grown daughter
No more teeter-totter, now another mans got her
But this is alright, she has been worth every fight
As i must allow another to hold her through the night.
All is not lost, she is worth every cost
So this guy better hold her through cold and through frost.
This i will say, she has shown a new way to make every day brighter
So to you fellow man love her the best that you can
Because i promise you this she’s a strong fighter.
For yes this is real and yes she’s a real steal,
But she’s always My Daughter and that’s the deal.
Daughter, my adult daughter, my baby now grown,
Perhaps now a granddaughter
Welcome back Teeter-Totter. 

Son Shine 
A son that never goes down
A son that changes a frown
A son that’s ever so bright
A son that shines through the night
A son that brightens my day
A son that lights up my way
A son that brings my true light
A son who’s warmth is my delight
My Boy, My Son, Shine. 
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Yackson

MERiCA

There’s nothing more American than having a bbq with the family, wearing 
sandals, playing horseshoes and shooting guns. Unless, you have your friends 
there throwing darts, drinking cold ones while listening to the national an-
them. How can it get more American than that? i’ll tell you. You got bear fur 
as carpet, everyone is chanting “USA,” the day is Thanksgiving and there is 
a bald eagle flying around your house. Freely. Not just that, the Cowboys are 
playing the Eagles, only colors everyone is wearing is red, white, and blue. 
And George Bush shows up with relish and a football that has a flag on it. 
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Gavonta Giovanni

ANTHOLOGY OF A DAD

My dad was a d**k
   A prick, who clicked
He abused me with a paddle
And rattled me to the core
Poor me
As i struggled to please him
He shouted, he criticized, he put me down
He didn’t accept me, but kept me stifled
Rifled to the core
He sent me to the edge, fledged in between
i careened, streamed, and beamed
To be loved
But today he is new and removed
From who he was
He loves me, accepts me, preps me
For a better life
i sometimes don’t recognize this man
Who gently replies
You are my son and i am proud of you
He states as i debate who is this 
   Dad, am i still mad or glad
That today we have a relationship
of mutual respect, connect,
   and collect of love
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Yackson

CONFiDENT LiFESTYLE

To me,
confidence looks like showing that i don’t care what others think, that i 
know what i’m doing and that’s all that matters. 

To me,
confidence sounds like pride in my voice, silence when i block out some-
one who doesn’t matter in the moment and the Rocky theme song when i 
know i’m doing something good.

To me,
confidence feels great, like watching cartoons on a Saturday morning with 
a bowl of Fruity Pebbles because i have nothing to worry about except 
Monday morning

To me,
confidence smells like my girl’s perfume ‘cause i know that’s all me and i’m 
not just confident, but positive that’s going to be my favorite smell for years 
to come. 

To me,
confidence tastes like Cinnamon Toast Crunch or an apple with caramel 
because it’s the best feeling when it hits. 
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13Caleb.Autumn88

TiMES LiKE THESE

it’s times like these i have to leave it to fate,
Stuck in my head i pray to God that he erases this hate,
i know these burdens that i carry have only held me back,
if it wasn’t for this cage they got me locked in, i was gonna attack.
impacting everyone around me i was off my square,
a cheating spouse i beat myself, gun pulled to my head without a cause.

it’s times like these i question why i’m still here.
Hammer hit the center evidence more than crystal clear,
Alone and brokenhearted, don’t understand why i deserve this,
Still hoping the best for you, may your dreams come true, my only wish.
For now i must let go of being my own worst enemy - i need a friend,
nobody watches your back like you and love yourself first before you begin.

it’s times like these... without the pain i wouldn’t have changed,
Sobriety brought clarity to unacceptable behaviors to rearrange.
i’ve been at the bottom so i’m refusing to settle for anything less than the 
top, i’m a Colorado Native Larimer County Cream of the Crop.
i found my purpose to keep fighting; i have something valuable to give,
i’m on a “Good Dad gang” mission taking violence out of the streets so our 
future generations can live.
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E.P.I.C.

1.0.1

Slowly, Searching for answers to the 
Why, What, Who, When and Where
Cautious as to avoid any gaps
Detail, Distance, Direction, Description all
included life’s greatest questions pondered
As one’s own mind wondered
Tick Tick Tick Seconds pass by
Never to be returned
inhale, Exhale, Respect life
Short-term temporary setbacks
Plans made goals unfulfilled 
Knowledge is Not power, if it goes unused
Only perfect practice makes perfect
And sorrys mean nothing if 
The Root cause of the Apology continues

Drowning inside. . .
i try to put it all aside.
But i will never be satisfied. . .
Cuz you were supposed to stay by my side. . .
Between life and death you had to decide.
The phone says to heaven you qualified.
The case opened, is vehicular homicide.
Through every darkness, there is a light.
Spread your wings and fly. . .

Colombia

ANGEL iN THE SKY
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Osiris L

BLACKOUT POETRY
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Ty B.

BLACKOUT POETRY
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Titi

TiTi
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Nicolès

SLANTED SUNSHiNE

Sitting here, watching the sun for a few minutes
Through a tall narrow window in my cell 
But seeing the sunlight all day long
i call it in my words “SLANTED SUNSHiNE”
i can possibly go out to see it again 
Through steel grating, twenty feet high
But once again it is “SLANTED SUNSHiNE”
i put myself here, doing my time
One day i will see real sunshine
Hoping that i never, ever see 
That “SLANTED SUNSHiNE” again.

$ Y.S

WiNDOWS OUT / WiNDOWS iN

Window looking out,
Window looking in.
My good boy swag looking mean, but them pigs won’t touch my hair on 
my chinny, chin, chin.
Window looking out, 
Window looking in.
Used to be that evil swag, going all in.
Up to no good putting windows out with my knuckles, not by my chinny, 
chin, chin.
Windows looking out,
Windows looking in.
This present, right now i’m a saved man.
Can’t be devoured or caught by any hairs.
On god’s time, pure as snow - that’s my hair on my chinny, chin, chin.
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Let’s talk about how my love for you is so lethal its
Morbid. it’s enchanted like a beautiful leafless
Species suspended in Mid air called the
Ghost Orchid. My love for you is like this
flower that grows on spikes that Rise
directly from speckled roots and snake
about the trunks of wild pop-ash trees.
Not compared to you,
but compared to every time i’ve loved,
no love has ever consumed or fulfilled
me spiritually. Yours does.
We are ours. As heavenly as this floating
flower.  
Together our souls are on fire.
How do we control our Gracious Power.
it’s as if ima Reddish heron with a Clownish
Walk, intoxicated by our love, falling as if drunk
i can hear what you think, you can hear me reply
we see it, we feel it, our clever minds refuse
to deny.
You are a beautiful soul, never dwindling
never threatened to be extinct.
With me my love, you will always be free
You are the one who didn’t fall short of
What i hope for.
Love magick past our core.
Trust.
No one can beat us
Juss Uss

Karma360

NiNES & ELEvENS EvERYWHERE
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M.C.O.D

WiNDOW PAiN

Outside this window i stare
See all the fruits that God has too bare
i see a squirrel and a hare, with and without care, 
Wondering if they can spot the glare.
i watch wind gust the trees
A steady sprinkle of leaves that falls below my knees
And i laugh at the thought that out there is what i “need”
Funny how perfect we perceive because when i am free
The only thing that matters to me — is the i and the v.
But before i immediately go into the Why Mes
And All the Whining — Man Up — and see that the sun is shin-ning
Remember this pain that is your blame.
Looking out this window - this window that is pain
Now instead of staying doing things the same
When that window opens, how about making yourself change.

Somewhere above the stars,
Spreading your wings apart.
With you, you took my heart.
To this world you were too smart.
To this earth you were too kind.
Only the sky could understand.
That with the angels,
Your job is a high demand.

Colombia

HEAvEN DEPART
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Buddy Lee

OUTSiDE-iN / iNSiDE-OUT / iN AND OUT

Faces! All of the faces!
Don’t ask what the case is.
Cause; it’s all of the cases.
Paces! Everybody paces!
i ask where the race is.
Where’s everyone’s places?
Lock Down! Now here comes the frown.
Some of them are down.
Some act like a clown.
Time! i have plenty of time!
To write this rhyme.
Perhaps just act like a mime… mime… mime…
Or say the work FOK!
And join in the walk.
And give into gossip and talk and talk and talk.
Well, Oh well maybe i’m not well!
i should just go back to my cell.

Oh my God, i’m in Jail!
i wish i had bail… Bail… BAiL…
WAiT! i feel all this weight.
This can’t be my fate!
Gosh, don’t let me cry 
Because i have a cellmate!
Lord please why?
Please give one more try.
in here i wish not to die.
As i say with a sigh.
So without a peep.
i go on and go to sleep.
And take a good look… inside… real deep.
Ughh! i’ve been such a creep!
Uck Emotions that seep.
Everything that i’ve sown.
That now i must reap.
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OUTSiDE-iN / iNSiDE-OUT / iN AND OUT CONT.

Nite! i made it through the night!
Celly and i didn’t fight.
Maybe things are alright.
RiGHT! Because i saw a new light!
An Angel in flight.
it was so very bright.
Then God spoke to me.
About how it should be.
Then he helped me to see.
The changes needed in me.
Don’t need a med. nurse.
This isn’t a curse.
Things will not get worse.
i will explain with the next verse.
i was healed from above.
Now my hearts filled with Love.

i am free as a dove.
Bye-bye guard with black glove.
Oh, So HELL-O.
Stay outta jail yo!
Unless you got bail bro.
Or like to walk n flow.
See i like to run with things.
Try to avoid all stings.
Go where the lady sings.
Fly like a bird with wings.
But the devil is clever.
Just pull this new lever. 
Your soul he will sever.
But with God, he shall never!
So go be good and true.
i hope you got the clue.
May God always be with you.
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OUTSiDE-iN / iNSiDE-OUT / iN AND OUT CONT.

And your jails day be done and through. 
So no more need to pout
Just give GOD a shout
For he will change your route
And surely will help you out
GOD BLESS Y’ALL
THAT’S ALL i’M OUT
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Tonya K

THE NiGHT HAS FALLEN

The last song is played, 
    Crimson & Clover 
The lights go out 
    the party’s over. 
Then silence is spread 
    like a deadly disease 
The moon creeps through the window, 
    the wind whispers through the trees. 
The night has Fallen
    Shadows crawl 
in the image of you 
    they stain my wall. 
i wrestle with this pain 
    the struggle is within, 
‘Til i’m comfortably numb 
    the fight: i’ll win. 
Then drift off to sleep 
    on a tranquil thought. 
in the webs of my mind, 
    Dreams are caught. 
The night has begun 
    and it’s still so young 
But soon the morning 
    i’ll taste on my tongue… The Night Has Fallen. 
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David F. 

TO A MAN CALLED ME

Don’t, Just Don’t. Before you discount, destroy, or ignore this letter… Don’t. 
We need to talk! i know that you think you know best. i know that you 
think you don’t deserve a better life. i know that you think everything 
will be better in time. Well, you don’t know best, you can do better, and 
nothing gets better over time. The woman you are with is abusive, she 
tears you down and pushes you around until she gets her way. it won’t be 
fun but you need to break up now. Over time it will only get harder and 
she will never leave you willingly. The fights just get worse. Never, ever, 
ever go to Colorado, you haven’t even considered it yet but only pain 
awaits you there. Most importantly, Get a good Job. You can. Always re-
member that. You can get a good Job and when you do don’t ever give 
up. Finally, enjoy life, you are free and can do what you want. Go do it! 
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Vanity

A CiNDERELLA STORY

Have you ever opened your eyes during a kiss
Making it awkward and stealing the bliss
Right after he’s asked you to be his Mrs.
And you said yes despite your secrets

The glass slipper won’t fit
Have you ever noticed what a muck your life really is
But you lied to him anyways, said it’s glamour and glitz
And said you’re emotionally stable yet throw tantrums and fits

The glass slipper won’t fit
Did you mention the kids, the drugs, and gang ties
The scars, the trauma, the death, and “god whys”
Nope i gave him a tatt for a titt
Why?
Because i want that glass slipper to fit
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Zuni

THE GRAvEYARD

Searching the graveyard in the night was a group dare for my friends and i. 
Most say this land is haunted so spiritually intertwined. i say don’t be afraid 
because we’ll live another day. The sun will shine and case the darkness away. 
Arriving near a picket fence was where the trail began. Walking in line with 
me in the beginning and Jake as our tail. i begin to hear screeching as if a 
nail is scratching a rail. in the back of my thoughts i pray to the holy grail. 
i was so afraid my courage will fail. Continuing on not backing down from 
a dare, i soon come aware of alight in the distance. Hoping it was another 
human being i catch myself staring, having no resistance. Turning towards 
my friends i ask if they’re okay but before i could finish i get dragged away.

Sitting here in my cell on Halloween
Wondering what in the hell has happened to me
Praying to God to help keep me clean
i know when i get out everyone will see
i’m not the same person they have seen

The endless sleepless nights
Hoping the cops don’t catch you sleeping
Staying awake til morning light
They’re around every corner creeping
Look out, here they come, take flight

is it day five, six, seven
Who gives a care
i just wish i was in Heaven 
i know i will be one day, i swear

Jedi Princess

THE UGLY TRUTH
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David F.

LiGHTS OUT

Then the lights went out. The inky blackness descended upon the house. 
Usually so full of life, now only the shadows are left to play in the light of 
the moon. An eerie silence permeated the home as the air conditioner no 
longer had access to the power it craves. The mother cat curled up with her 
newborn kittens and surveyed the scene with a wary eye. Fear always at the 
back of her mind. Not just for her safety but for her children. Then just as 
quickly the power returned. Banishing the darkness. Eliminating the fear. 
Bringing life back the home. 
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Osiris L. 

EXPANDiNG SPHERE

Hello Osiris,

    Hey i hope you get this in time - Past, Present, or Future doesn’t Re-
ally Matter. it’s the Message that’s important. Not really the words or any 
material that’s involved, but the Experience of it either Now, Then, or Later. 
Just the Knowledge leads to Understanding, but never before Wisdom. 
it’s equal to life’s Epiphanies that are bringing not only the Trinity of then, 
now, or later, but to Electron, Proton, and the Neutron. Together in a sense 
of trinity to “Be Calm,” “Be Still.” it’s a perspective of Love and Hate, Now 
and Then, Here and Now. it doesn’t mean it’s Directional, it’s more like an 
Expanding Sphere. So as the message sinks in, just Realize it will be infi-
nite. With the Utmost importance. 
 
Spherically, OSiRiS
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Nick G.

DEAR NiCK G

Dear Nick G,

What have you done, where have you been
Get on track before you end up in the “pen”.
You got a son that you love a ton, 
How much does dope mean to you “none”.
i hate that life, i wish i was at home with my kids -n- wife.

   F**k it i’m done with that life.
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Concrete

DEAR YOU

i have seen the future and the past, the better and the worst
So i walk alone forever that’s for sure.
Not lonely but not alone 
i hope you all understand i’ll never have a home.
Take care of which you speak for everything is true.
Take care of what you think for it may very well be you. 
i am meant to stay, you are meant to go
Together we will be one, yet nothing at all. 
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Buddy Lee

MY LORD

You are, my warm embrace
You are, my amazing grace
You are, my sought of face
You are, my footsteps pace
You are, my solid base
You are, my final place
You are My Lord.
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Zack C.

A CHRiSTiAN ANTHEM

Righteous, Chosen, Timeless, Unbroken He’s the One True King
His Mighty Divine Light He has Spoken life to everything
The Ways of Death we cast out from us by His Holy Name 
That we could be set free from Evil - That’s why Jesus Came!

Heed the call to worship now and gather with me here
bring your sorrow and anguish and your weakness and your fear
Witness now the Holy Spirit’s presence drawing near 
As a thousand Angels congregate to wipe away our tears

The heavens give way to the grace that reigns from upon High
Pouring forth benevolence and power from the sky
The stars and all the planets in the galaxies Align
With effortless precision all according to design

The time is nigh at hand for His Glory to be praised 
And the Standard of His victory and Triumph to be raised 
Praise the Lord and His Love’s eternal Shining rays
Who Faithfully remains with us until the End of Days  
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Richard Cranium

CROSS FiT

if glory is the object of pride
Can you imagine how God felt when Jesus died?
His love is abounding all over the place
He manifests it through Mercy and Grace.
Unmerited favor and forgiveness is shown
To show us he cares and considers us one of His own.
Jesus was the Lamb whose blood had to be shed
So His flock of followers wouldn’t be eternally dead.
For eternal life one must die twice 
Before you can enter the gates to paradise.
Being born again is how it’s done
By accepting Jesus is God’s son
And died for our sins upon the cross
We gained everything because of the life that he lost. 
Salvation was bought and paid for through propitiation that day
Being reborn means you live a new way.
Based on the teachings found in God’s word
it’s up to us to make sure the Gospel is heard
The Bible calls that the Great Commission 
if it had not been told, that would be one great omission.
Casting off the old and donning the new
if the Apostle Paul can do it, so can you. 
it takes faith, discipline, and commitment
To be ambassadors for Christ; a living testament. 
God may test you, but he will never tempt you
But don’t forget, Lucifer was the Angel of Light too. 
The devil is clever, sneaky, and sly, to things aren’t always as they appear. 
Be kind to strangers, you could be entertaining angels unaware.
Love is the answer to the big cosmic riddle
in this imperfect life, it’s hard not to get caught in the middle. 
Tragedy, strife, and betrayal try to consume us
They’ve been attacking us since we first rode the school bus 
The path is not easy. it’s difficult, it’s true,
That’s why He left armor and the Holy Spirit for you. 
Be an onward Christian Soldier who obeys God’s commands
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CROSS FiT CONT.

And He will fight for you all across the lands. 
in the face of insurmountable odds 
Be grateful those battles are strictly God’s. 
So don’t be afraid to stand next to me
As brothers and sisters, we defeat the enemy.
Success is measured 1 soul at a time
The best places to preach are where they house those who do crime.
God loves to make wisdom look folly and weakness become strength
Trade lawless for righteous, where you belong.
Before judgment, Jesus is here to save all the sinners
Transform them from losers into the winners.
So let that inner light shine
So you don’t get left behind.
i look forward to Heaven, i hope you do too
But until then we have lots of work to do. 
Have a nice day, & God bless you! 

    AMEN
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William H.

MUSEUM OF YOU

My beautiful baby boy born into suffering
Represents the once unconditional love for the woman who screamed him 
out 
But by own private genome i believe correlates closest to 
My mine i’m only capable to understand. 

Desire, heavy weights both physical and 
Psychological earths sadists have thrown at me
Figuratively laughing saying, “i bet you can’t,” You’re down now” 
“We got you.” 

Fire, calculated rage with the yearning for 
Success identifying snakes and two-faced foes and my 
Own disquest at trusting them and sacrificing my 
Life for their good feeling whole at heart. 
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Zic M.

A MUSEUM ABOUT ME

A museum about me 
a tour of my life 
blond hair dark brown eyes 
my beautiful wife 
reminds me of my Mom
standing next to my Dad. 
O Hazenn, the sweet sound 
of my sons laughing, jumping, screaming, falling down
in the grass. 
Everything i want is everything i have.
i wish it was less virtual 
and more realistic
but that’s the life of a dad 
Halloween candy everywhere 
no witch but it’s wicked. 
i fell for her like it’s autumn 
time always know i was slippin 
come to my museum just slip in 
and then slide 
cause my exhibit is portraits 
of my family having the time 
of their lives filled with joy filled with pride 
this field trip is free no permission slips… come on inside… 
welcome to my home… you can only see with your eyes. 
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Squints

i AM FROM

i am from words unspoken, to people unknown. 
Disney movies watched, though unseen.
i am from the fire which came from the rains of the earth.
i am from a world without time but everyone is running late. 
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J.R. P. 

WHERE i’M FROM

Where i’m From
i’m made up of constant change
Where it seems life’s pace is 
always changing lanes. 

i’m made up of wrongful ambitions,
and dedication to foolish missions.
To be the number one soldier 
to my neighborhoods cause 
has costed a hefty price to pay.
As i see calendar after calendar
piled back in my previous days.

Now where i’m from is where i stand.
Left with the gift of choice,
a power blessed by, the 
most righteous man. 

Where i’m from is where
i go from here.
Taking responsibility over
my life and holding worthy 
attributes (true love, loyalty, honor 
and respect) knowing a purpose
driven life is something
that i don’t have to fear. 
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Colombia

HEAvEN DEPART

Somewhere above the stars,
Spreading your wings apart.
With you, you took my heart.
To this world you were too smart.
To this earth you were too kind.
Only the sky could understand.
That with the angels,
Your job is a high demand.
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Gypsy Marie

DREAMS

That person who had those beautiful dreams
is now haunted with those terrible screams
just a baby in a house full of feigns
no wonder she got lost in her head full of dreams
she may not be dead
but she’s lifeless and those dreams are no longer in her head
she barely remembers feeling safe enough to lay in her bed
the feeling was lost in every tear she shed
her dad told her to shut her mouth
no one wants to hear her cries
she did what she was told and followed suit
and started to get high
she lost herself in these men
and all their lies
you want to know what happens to the dream
when the dreamer dies?
those vivid dreams turn gray
while she silently cries
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Zack C.

UNTiTLED

The Dark One’s Song
See how all the elements follow my commands!
The infinite dimensions bend and yield to my demands. 
Time and space and gravity, earth and wind and light!
Fire, water, lightning, sound, and shadow are my might!
And the very air you breathe. Yes it all belongs to me, 
And i alone can count the fish that swim beneath the sea, 
With mountains upon mountains upon mountains will i crush
And shatter and disintegrate your body into dust!!
None can stand against me! i am the God of Men!
i alone existed since before all life began!
Past, present, and the future, none escape my sight!
i’ve seen the brightest day and i’ve seen the darkest night
i foresaw you coming here to face me many years ago
And that your fate is sealed around you now you surely know
i’ll drink my fill of your blood and feast upon your flesh
And end once and for all this feeble foolish futile quest
i’ll bath the galaxy in blood and cleeve them to the bone
And show the rightful place to those who trespass in my home!

The Rebuttal
We’ve crossed oceans and scaled mountains near impossible to climb
Come through thunderstorms and hurricanes and warped through space 
and time
We’ve gathered all the powers from the corners of existence
To bring to you our dying efforts as a last resistance
The friends we’ve made and forged alliances we’ve come to treasure
Have taken on more meaning now than anyone could measure
it’s there we found the strength to face our fears before you now
it’s there we found the courage to ascend beyond the clouds
The losses and the sacrifices we have all endured 
Have been the highest price - more than any could afford!
And still we paid the cost and held together through it all 
To rise up to our destinies and heed the ancient call
To answer to the cry for help throughout the universe 
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UNTiTLED CONT.

To fight against this cancer, to defeat the Dark One’s curse
To live up to the standard that was set within our heart 
We come against you now that we would finish what we start
So if a war you seek to have then war is what we’ll wage
And we shall see the ending written on your final page 
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Trigger 400

15 MiNUTES

For 15 min 
i feel no pain
it has completely drained 
Now i am sane 
For 15 min

For 15 min
You are my drug
And i’ve overdosed 
With your passion of love 
For 15 min

For 15 min
i am hiding in the clouds with my bestie
i’ll be off when i’m ready so don’t rush me
For 15 min

For 15 min
i hear no noise
Except for the tone of your soothing voice
For 15 min

For 15 min
i am complete 
Totally at peace 
Not feeling defeat
For 15 min

For 15 min
i am a king 
Talking to my royal queen 
in our palace we are at ease
You have 1 min remaining…
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15 MiNUTES CONT.

No more complaining
The only words that are remaining
Are i love you to the moon and back. 
And i’ll call you right back.

For 15 min
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Vanity

EvEN AFTER FOREvER

What do you do when your lost inside and your chest hurts
And all you can picture is your best friend in his coffin in the back of a bed 
hearse
it’s unreal i can’t breathe and what happens if my chest burst
i can’t picture my best i only picture my worst
it’s a cold world for better days i thirst
How to deal with grief does it ever get better
Or will i always feel a lil ways under the weather
Cold as December in Colorado wearing an ugly Christmas sweater
Does it ever get warm is there ever an end to this storm
if not it’s only fair i be warned
Long live my brother, my love and my best friend
Even after forever, forever even after
There is no end
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Colombia

ANGEL iN THE SKY

Drowning inside. . .
i try to put it all aside.
But i will never be satisfied. . .
Cuz you were supposed to stay by my side. . .
Between life and death you had to decide.
The phone says to heaven you qualified.
The case opened, is vehicular homicide.
Through every darkness, there is a light.
Spread your wings and fly. . .
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David F.

HOPE

Hope gives us wings that we can use in our dreams. 
Hope makes us the author of our lives. 
Hope peels away the suffocating grip of anxiety. 
Hope brightens our hearts causing the darkness of the unknown to fade. 
Hope can break down walls and build castles. 
Hope is vulnerable to assault and must be protected. 
For fear is always lurking waiting for its chance to take over. 
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Buddy Lee

PRAYER

Pain relieved or positive outcome needed  
Request is made and the cause is pleaded
Allow some time and patiently wait 
Your request is heard to change your fate 
Everlasting Love responds to strife 
Relax now. The Lord has changed your life! 
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William H.

BLANKNESS

Blankness, nothing but a tumbleweed with no 
Easier choice than blowing in the wind 
The path of least resistance
Reactions to the stressors around you 
Relinquishing the chatter in your brain to nothing to ease
Your mind of what you cannot control or undo. 
The sickening if, and, or buts you seek in search of peaceful
Confidence but only do the opposite. 
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Titi

WHAT iF?

What if i never met you?
What if i never kissed her?
What if i just stayed home?
What if i never tasted alcohol, fast cars and fast women?
What if i never got a chance at living the high life in the most exotic places?
What if food wasn’t a culinary adventure and drinks weren’t accessories?
What if mating wasn‘t fun or promiscuous?
What if for all the highs there are no lows?
What if i never had two beautiful girls that change me?
What if there’s no one to love, and my family never cares about me?
Then it wouldn’t really be a part of me.
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Zic M.

MY REFLECTiON

Staring at my reflection
i see an ego 
    Of someone that’s been stressin
i look pretty good
    For a lost message
No worn tires
    And i’ve sure drove a distance.
Can’t get too close
Got to stay distant
i’ve been thrown down
    Hard like a discus 
Washing out all my pride
    Like dirty dishes
Just wishin
Someone would listen
instead of judging me 
off of vision. 
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Rob J

STARiNG AT MY REFLECTiON

Staring at my reflection makes me depressed. i can see myself in 
DOC with a black beard, and all black and blue. i don’t want to 
see the building. Staring at my reflection reminds me that i have 
a family that loves me for who i am, not who i can become. Star-
ing at my reflection, i see my family staring back at me, and smiling.
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William H.

WHEN i LOOK AT MY REFLECTiON

When i look at my reflection…i see something everyone else 
Can’t see my feeling looking back to me by others observations usually 
Spoken through their emotions. if i tell you the 
truth it can only be factual as i believe any other 
truths are only learned heirlooms. A truth must be seen
 from your own eyes according to awkmans razor therefore 
why do i find myself surrounded by people calling their feelings 
the truth or their thoughts the truth. 
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M.C.O.D

MiRROR MiRROR

When i look at my reflection, i see what could have been.
The word potential attached, like a Siamese twin,
But much to my chagrin, i keep on holding down my chin
    ‘Cuz i’ve let these demons all but win.
Almost 30 now, the scars steadily accumulating.
Crazy i’ve become all the things in life i grew up hating.
Heart becoming numb to the fact it does not faze me.
The fact it’s happened - yeah, it makes me angry,
But the most infuriating is how much it all has changed me.
i see someone uncomfortable in his rough cadaver,
But i still see that boy, so ever filled with laughter.
The tears that i cry may dry, they may subside,
But what will never change is my forever asking why.
What i see is addiction, eating like a cancer.
i just hope when it’s time, i’ll finally have an answer.
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Sasha O.

UNTiTLED

i miss you
i love you
i miss your touch
and the way
your sexy lips
feel on my lips
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A.V.

BLiND

Or every man be blind - 
When dark the day
A lie betray
Or in it there be kind
When does a soul 
Of foul toll 
Begin to eat the rind 
if lies that be 
Are of my tree,
My roots have yet to die
Be kind to me
For powers that be
Have yet to hear me lie. 
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Cowboy

UNTiTLED

i love holding
you to my chest as we
sleep. hearing my heart beat i loved holding
you when you cried the time
you thought you were alone
only to realize i was by
your side i loved holding
you then i loved you

the day you were born, and i
Will love you to the end. My greatest friend

My son--
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Marina Y.

ONE-N-ONLY BABY

i thought the day would never come
that i would find that special someone
to have, to love, to call my own that only
special someone that would not lead me
on. You’re my husband till the end, i know
damn well i won’t do this again i got
what i’ve been searching for-n-i see
it in you a very wonderful man that
will always be true-n-real to me…
So keep your head up we will 
always-n-forever be together 
you’re never forgotten-you’re not just my husband
you’re my best friend forever-n-ever
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Little Bit

UNTiTLED

Here i am i’ve gone and messed up again 
i never meant to cause you pain 
i’m trying my best to do right 
i always seem to get caught up in the night life 
i wish i could be there 
if only i could show you how much i care 
but there’s nothing i could do 
i know you don’t understand 
but my hands are tied 
There’s no way to count the tears i cried 
Still there’s nothing i can do 
Nothing brings me any closer to you 
i hope that you never doubt that i miss you 
every second of every day 
No matter what i love you 
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Vanity

GO iF YOU MUST

When you touch me, i feel safe
When i hear you, my mind escapes
When i see you, i smell love in the air
The effect you have on me, it’s not fair
At the thought of you leaving
i can taste the fear
But go if you must
i’ll pretend i don’t care
i’ll swallow that lump
And i’ll hold back those tears
And i’ll remember you always
For all of my years
So go if you must
Be happy my dear . . .
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Madal3$0

MAMA LAYLOW

Sitting with the thought of you 
On my mind is nothing new
A blessing sent from up above
My everything my beautiful love
Baby girl please don’t forget
Mommie loves you with all she is
Please don’t forget i’m here to stay
My love for you grows with every day
Times get hard mistakes are made
But everything will be okay
Mommies here i’ve always been
in your heart is where i stand
You’re the better part of me
Thankful you’re my beautiful baby
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Nicolès

THREATENED SPECiES

For and to all the species on earth except Homo Sapiens 
Right Whales, Leather Back Turtles, Manatees 
The list goes on with many, many more
All threatened species are they not
Disappearing are the Frogs and the Bees
By the most despicable species of them all 
And act like they don’t really care
The species called homo sapiens 
They pump their poison in the air
And have treaty acts to stop their wars
Hey im talking about you and i 
Why does man do the things he does 
The industrial Revolution started it all 
Why can’t we just go back to the simple life
Before mankind just destroys it all 
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Warloc

YOU ARE THE RivER

Too many days spent
under the bridge
will i ever know where every one went
do i care, even a smidge
but i watch the water flow
flow by so fast
will i ever want to Jump in and go
go caring - go never - Jump at last
the mudbugs + fish i eat
in the river i sit
wet from head to feet
take the care from me, flow, i sit
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Derrick C.

UNTiTLED

i don’t think i have it in me to love
some it come easy it fits like a glove
i tired of all the women the wives the lies
always cutting like pre sharped knives
coming up with excuses like gotta work late
easy to tell that they just filled with hate
everyone is always plotting and scheming
‘til they even forget the f**king meaning
try to make up for it by having dinner
but in the end can’t change a sinner
forever they do what they do
can give a f**k less about you
feel better when you spend time together
bad weather i’d rather choose a Beretta
i don’t know tired of the hassle
of wondering if my princess is in another castle
So i’m manifesting the pressing the depression
past transgressions and lessons leaving knotted intestines
of aggression causing f**king indigestion
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$ Y.S

viSiON

Optimistic sowed in my spirit 
but comes a deeper vision 
can’t speakout loud so i write 
and raise my lyrics 
someone i am so they
 love me cause she wants to 
be near it asking God to hear 
my prayers and trash that 
old nasty evil spirit, fill in 
the new born with good fruit 
for my new spirit. Now that’s 
my kind of vision. 
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Bradley J.

UNTiTLED

School lunch should be healthy instead of “Healthy.” if they took the 
time to actually prepare the food, instead of heating up food sent in from 
the district and serving us brown banana. Homemade food is healthier 
and tastes better. Maybe if they actually put in the time and effort, they 
wouldn’t bring in home-lunch, which usually is usually processed food 
after processed food. if they eat that for breakfast, lunch , and dinner, even 
lunch and dinner, they’ll make a habit of eating junk food, which will af-
fect them later in life. School lunch at my school is processed, frozen, has 
no time and effort put into it, and is supposed to be considered “healthy.” 
in my opinion, pack a home lunch, but make it healthy - don’t eat school 
lunch unless you like disgusting frozen food that no one put any work into 
making. Eat healthy, and don’t eat hot lunch at Berthoud High School. 
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A.A

MY LiFE’S A MOviE

in my city, if you’re a target to an enemy,
you better carry the heat,
‘cause they will try to put you 6 feet.
i seen so many people bleed,
i just wish it was all a dream, 
lost a few homies to the streets.
Sometimes i just want to die,
to be in the sky,
with the rest of my guys.
Seeing my homies’ faces on pictures or music videos makes me cry;
i just wish they never died,
but i know i got to live better
because these streets don’t love me.
They tried turning me into a mummy,
but i’m not gonna let it happen
‘cause i got to live right,
been in jail and placed out of home.
it sucks because it feels like i can’t see them no more
even though i know i could be a role model to
my young bros.
i don’t want them to live the same;
i just want to see them win,
even though sometimes we’re mad at each other.
i just want them to know that i’ll be there for them,
and i love them. 
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Karma360

MY vENT RAP

i’m in the vent screamin’ F*** This Free Me  
i hate the state of Colorado for tryin’ to put a leash on me  
They took a real one off the street 
They done fucked up and woke the beast  
There country days turn into weeks  
Lockdown got me off my feet  
i try to sleep till i can’t no more  
i read my book till i get straight bored 
From a different cloth i have been torn  
When it Rains it f****n pours  
i got my jacket go get yours  
i never bunk with a rat  
Roll’em up and that’s a fact 
Doin’ time, on My back 
Under pressure never crack  
My OG Homies taught me that  
My bootys getting fat and my face is getting clear 
i look in the mirror, i see a real one right there  
You can take the girl out of LA 
But you can’t take LA out of the girl- 
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AJ

BLUE

Blue
is the sky
Sometimes my eye
Blues clues
My shoes
Blue dope
Can’t cope no hope
Blue mood
Blue cheese 
You’re my main squeeze 
She wore a blue dress
They say she was a sleeze
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Marina Y.

HOMiE J

My real homie, he gave his life for me
He was born of a virgin to die at calvary
He suffered for me, even to death; a death on the
Streets. He carried by sins and took my place
On the cross. His blood, he shed to wipe my 
Tears and sins away. He rose on the third
Day for not even death could hold him down.
Through suffering and pain my homie defeated
My enemy. He still lives today and one day 
He will come back for me. For after my homie
Rose from the dead, he went to heaven
To prepare a place for me.
Soon he will be back to take me for a ride 
To paradise.
    Not in a lowrider but on a cloud 9.
Make him your homie today, by inviting him into
 your heart.
    And come along for a ride with us. 
Our next destination is to paradise.
if your homie has let you down, my homie
Won’t ever let you down,
    Nor give you his back.
Because my real homie will be with you
Until the end to heaven paradise land.

R.i.P Homie Love-n-miss you always
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J.R.

UNTiTLED

We all want life to be tidy. We want to reduce life’s problems and issues into 
nice little packages. So when we try to explain “why” such and such has 
happened, we endeavor to come up with some practical, definitive answers. 
The truth is, life is not that simple. We seem to be consumed with seeking 
out “who” or “what” is to blame in matters that have turned our lives into 
less than what we wanted or expected. Yes, there are often times we point 
to a particular instance or decision that is clearly a contributor to our di-
lemma but more often a combination of decisions or actions are involved. 
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Trap

SPEAKOUT

today i Just wanted to speak out
i stand for change, listen while i Teach How
Life comes with ups & Downs But still i reach out
Trapped in this life of crime & Boy i Need out
i’ll give you the game, recipe For change, listen when i Preach Now
as i sit & listen to encouraging words
i realize i’m stuck in a fed cell For slangin’ Birds
Drugs money & guns what i lived for
that Part of me Died Now i let me wings soar
used to wonder what these things for.
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Ireland J.

SOMETiMES

Sometimes i wanna kill
Sometimes i wanna die
Sometimes i wanna destroy
Sometimes i wanna cry
Sometimes i could get even
Sometimes i could give up
Sometimes i could give
Sometimes i never give a f**k!

So don’t damn me when i speak a piece of mind
Cause silence isn’t golden.
When i’m holding it inside 
Cause i’ve been where i have been
And i’ve seen what i have seen
i put the pen to the paper
Cause it’s all a part of me
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Gypsy Marie

MR. WRONG

i love my Mr. Wrong
just like that Mary J. Blige song
he f**ked me up mind, body, and soul
but i keep running back my heart less and less whole.
He f**ks with any chick and keeps me on that string
promising me i’m his princess and a ring.
i love my Mr. Wrong
it’s gotten worse than a hopeless love song.
Every time he leaves me i wait for the next time he’ll call.
Even though in my mind i know he doesn’t love me at all
my heart doesn’t want to admit
i wasted so many years
but i’m met with reality with every single tear.
When he loves me i forget the pain
holding on to bliss for so long.
Then the morning comes and i’m reminded
why he’s my Mr. Wrong. 
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Daniel C.J.

ATLAS

There’s a town back home i visit in my dreams
Where they barely speak my name
Where no one worries about me
There’s nothing lost
But beware of thieves
Who will take from you the very thing you fought yourself to be
From the front porch all the front doors
Never seemed like such the exit
Once i cornered Aristotle
Thinking he’d hand me the directions
i was wrong
But i’m living proof
That our destiny are facets on the other side of youth

When the lightning flash catches your eyes
There’s a moment there to lionize
The clarity of thought when you’ve just stepped out to see
The canvas on a larger scale
No eminence
No reading wills
And suddenly i’m feeling like the man among the beasts
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RobotAnathema

A TOAST TO APATHY

i’m just a minor disappointment
Singing in major key
i’m just a caged animal
Living in the land of the free

My bank account is negative
My gas tank is on E
i’m a slave unto my paycheck
And i want to be set free

So let’s enjoy tonight 
And ignore all the warnings
That life is fast becoming 
Just a string of red-eyed mornings

So here’s to giving up
And cheers to giving in
Let’s raise a toast to apathy
And patience wearing thin 
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M.C.O.D

iN MY HEAD’S A CiviL WAR

in my head’s a civil war
Joyful sadness that strikes a cord
As the 2 sit alone together 
i wonder with intense apathy, will they hold forever? 
My heart turns degrees, both icy and hot
That’s how i know “Living Dead” Mikey is not
Addiction screams like loud whisper 
A steady, loyal opposition like a proud sister 
Some would say only a minor miracle 
                       Will rescue me
So i’ll make all my living sacrifices and we 
                        Will wait and see
Heroin’s betting on me to stay a cheerful pessimist 
But i’m betting, regardless, i’ll make the best of it! 
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Zic M.

WHEN NOBODY WAS LOOKiNG

When nobody was looking
i was still me
Walking with pride
Heavy self-esteem
Pockets feeling empty
Heart full of dreams…
What ever i have…
i have it for you and me
Even if i don’t know you
i feel like i owe you
When you came to me
i saw your heart like a photo
Well put together but it felt
Like it was totaled 
No breaks, i just wanted 
To give you a break
if you need it and i have it
it’s in the safe…
Always safe. 
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Concrete

WHAT iS LiFE TO YOU?

What is life to you? What is life to me?
A question we might all ask. Yet an answer
We may not reach. But when i think about life, this is what i see.
They say life is what you make it.
it’s all about opportunities and relationships like you ‘n me. 
it’s about spaceships and heart shaped generosity.
it’s about creativity and ingenuity. it’s about chances, if you’re willing to 
take them.
About peace, love and war.
Life is about knowing what you’re fighting for.
Life is all about odds and ends
Like thrift shops and expensive trends.
it’s about all the in between.
Life is exactly what you envision. Life is about following your dreams. 
Making due with your provisions. Life is about the bottom and the top. it’s 
about how hard you’re willing to go to get yourself a designated spot.

But let’s take it down a notch. Like let’s turn down the knob. People used to 
saying “F**k that noise!” as they scream out “Turn down for what?” More 
like turn down for who?
See life is about turn down for you.

See if you’re anything like me, you been chasing that high like a fiend, al-
ways the life of the party, or so it seemed.

See i’m an adrenaline junkie,
A peddelin’ monkey on a treadmill like thought, thinking when i get this 
or when i reach the top i’ll surely be happy, or so i thought.

See the more i went out and the more that i drank, i felt an emotional 
numbness as my happiness sank.
    Living life every night like some people say, “Full throttle.”
i was looking for all that is great in the contents of a liquor bottle.
Killing myself by drinking, thinking this will help
    Overwhelmed feeling.
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WHAT iS LiFE TO YOU? CONT.

Screams filling my inside but 
Dead on the outside. Who would have known liquor and drugs would do 
that? Yeah, no kidding.
Tried making the best of it by ending it.
More than once, i tried. in fact i believe it was
Five and by the grace of god, i am still alive.
So what is life to you? What is life to me?
i have told you my story.
Now would you mind sharing your mind with me?
So i may continue to see what life is all about on your incredible journeys.

i thought you’d love me forever
i never thought forever would turn out to feel like never.
You’ve showed me the door deemed me off as no hope
that’s why i don’t even express my love to you in an envelope.
i lost you the moment i met you to the dope.
Before i confuse you lemme back up and start
this woman right here is the first to ever break my heart.
Momma hear that?  i’m calling your name.
i’ve never heard a response it’s always the same.
i love my mom so much and the pain is so different
because i’ve spent 19 years thinking i’m flawed
cause she’s inconsistent.
Every time i call you i feel like i’m begging for your attention
i take that s--- personal because you left me and had three more. . .
that you kept, did i mention.
Right wrong or indifferent there’s no woman i love more on this earth
but there’s no saying to who i was before because she broke my heart at 
birth.

Gypsy Marie

MOM POEM
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Wearing chains
Now i know
Who’s not a friend
And who’s the foe
Screaming
All the liars know
Cuz their heads 
About to blow
With all the lies they told
Remember green
Cold turns it brown
As windswept leaves
Search for the ground

And razor reach to touch the sky
My blue eyes cry – Who am i?
Concrete and steel
Windows cold
F***, this place
is getting old
Forget.  Remember.  Hope.
All the thoughts and dreams
Thank God all the things are not
Always what they seem
The day will come 
We birds will fly

Karma360

AUZ 9
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Racoon

PiRATE’S LiFE FOR ME

it’s the pirate’s life for me 
To travel and part 
to love and live 
it’s a pirate’s life to me 
to sail and find 
the true life for me 
to love and let be 
cause it will always be 
the pirate’s life for me 
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Ashlin S.

UNTiTLED

if you could please give me another chance
i could try and be your perfect romance
Soon i’ll be there grabbing your hand
We can make a whole new level of
Contraband if we get together again
Can we try & make it work? Like don’t
Give up just because we run into
Conflict, we’re supposed to stick.
Keep your head up, don’t let stupid sh*t
Get you down don’t be so quick to cut
Happiness out of your life just because
The demons decide to play games. Be sure
To fill that beautiful heart of steel before
Handing it to someone who can’t handle
The responsibility of your universe’s glow.
Let the shooting stars fall because you have
it all. Continue to smile because baby it
Sticks to me like tile. 
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Gavonta Giovanni

AS THE RED POLO PLAYER SURFED THE SEA

 As i walked among the ocean of the living dead with waves upon 
waves of charred, blackened, suffering humans crashing upon me, thou-
sands of hollowed out souls surrounding me, i wondered if i too would 
drown in this sea of human misery. i scuffled along San Pedro Blvd. in 
downtown Los Angeles with my battered, dusty, worn, old suitcase with the 
last of my belongings packed neatly into it. i searched among the sunken 
and yellow eyes of the homeless, the junkies, the alkies, the mentally un-
stable and wondering if i too looked as tragic as the rest of these human 
travelers.
 But then i looked down at my perfectly starched, ironed and clean 
blue/green polo shirt, a red pony and polo player gliding across my chest. 
it gave me hope that i was not as bad off as the floundering vessels of flesh 
around me. And i looked in the stained, dirty window showing my reflec-
tion wearing my beautiful blue/gold UCLA baseball hat and designer jeans. 
But in the next moment a realization swept over me that i am homeless, 
i too am a drug addict, alcoholic, gay, Hiv+ and suffered from mental 
health instability.
 i fit right in the sea of misfits and searching my heart, it broke and 
my spirit sunk and my self-worth drowned.
 How could a straight A, 4.0 high school and UCLA college student, 
raised in a stable and respectable home, supplied with all material things 
i wanted, a boy scout, indian dancer, piano player, soccer and tennis star, 
jazz saxophonist end up homeless on skid row swimming in the embit-
tered, battered, forlorn streets of Los Angeles?
 As i watched in horror, as the crack pipes came out at night, the 
wild manifestations, the gibberish screams from burned out mouths with 
cracked lips as the world around me prying, searching, pleading eyes all 
around me, the cardboard homes sitting along every sidewalk for 10 city 
blocks, the quarreling, the fighting, clamoring noises of people trying to 
survive with their last gasps of breath.
 How had i come to this? i was bewildered and lost.
 And screaming inside my head, “What has happened to me?” “i 
don’t belong here.” “What the F**K!!!!”. i searched around me the next day 
for a buoy to save me and i eventually landed on a phone booth. i grabbed 
the phone like a life raft and instantly called my parents in Colorado with 
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AS THE RED POLO PLAYER SURFED THE SEA CONT.

the last 50 cents to my name. My dad answered, and i blurted out my pre-
dicament and that i needed some money, so i could stay at a motel, any-
place other than skid row. My dad said, “Kenny we love you, but we cannot 
help you any longer. We will give you no more money, you need to discover 
your own way out of this mess and ask someone else for help.”
 i could hear my mother in the background sobbing and i knew her 
heart was filled with grief for her beautiful little boy that was now living on 
the streets a thousand miles away.
 My heart broke for the second time in two days and i slammed 
down the pay phone and i screamed. “i hate my parents.” Cursing saying 
i would never speak with them again. My heart turned black and it shut 
down like the Berlin wall.
 At this defining moment i made the decision and realized i was a 
drug addict and alcoholic who needed some help and would die either of 
Hiv/Aids or be killed on the streets.
 i walked 50 city blocks to the Los Angeles AiDS Project to get help. 
i met with a case manager and was put on a waiting list to enter rehab at 
Cri-Help, a treatment center started by the lead singer of 3 Dog Night.
 i ended up staying on the streets of skid row for 33 days, waiting 
to get into the rehab. i scrounge for food, i slept on the sidewalks, i prayed 
that i would not be killed or die on the streets, barely surviving and thrash-
ing in the deepest depths of a hopeless situation.
 Hiv saved my life as CRi-Help had beds set aside for Hiv+ people. 
i got into the rehab in 33 days whereas it took most people 6 months to get 
into it.
 i would not have survived 6 months on the streets. i would have 
died.
 My treatment was completely paid for due to me being Hiv+ and it 
started me on my journey of recovery, discovering my self-worth, finding 
my voice, self-care and not just surviving life but THRiviNG.
 The red polo player led me to a new life. He gave me an instant mo-
ment of hope, peace and comfort as i looked down at my shirt on skid row.
 i have now lived 32 years with Hiv and next month will begin the 
33rd year of me living with Hiv, surviving drug and alcohol addiction, 
cancer, depression, discrimination, prison, jails, psych wards, treatment 
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AS THE RED POLO PLAYER SURFED THE SEA CONT.

facilities, low self-esteem and a lack of self-love through most of my life. 
My life has been difficult to say the least.
 When i was diagnosed in Feb. of 1986, my doctor told me i had 6 
months to a year to live at 21 years old. i would love to locate that doctor 
and tell him i am still alive 32 years later.
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M1ssBeehaved 

UNTiTLED

Streetwalker, tweet, tweet Sweet talker 
Streetwalker, turns man mean, fast midnight walker. 
Streetwalk, some whom roam alone, most 
With no stable homes, nowhere important 
to go, no one special to belong to. 
in the wind we blow, smoke, there we 
Spin, spun, spin. it’s there our lives become 
sin. More often than not, we most definitely 
never win, we experience tribulation 
until the brutal ends. 
Streetwalker, tweet, tweet sure is a fast talker. 
No change to spare, ugh, what a shameful 
burden to bare, more empty, rage filled, 
pointless fights. Daylight becomes brutal, cold & dark 
Under the bridge we hide, in the bushes 
We go get high! 
Under blue and red cherry lights we’re forced 
to resign our self proclaimed streetrights 
Goodbye to our lies, goodnight to our highs 
Welcome our new lives. 
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J.R.

UNTiTLED

in humor is sorrow
in sorrow is wit
in shallowness, profundity 
in heaviness, delight
in pointlessness is pertinence
in weakness is potency
in dimness, hope
in honesty, liberty 

Concrete

WHAT i SHOULD HAvE SAiD

What i should have said believe it or not, 
Still dwells in my mind more often than not. 
it’s taken a liking to the inside of my mind
As well as, built a silent routine and practiced it well over time.
it sits in a dark corner waiting to show.
What i should have said, oh how i wish you would know.
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Trigger 400

LiFE OF A MENACE

Life of a straight up menace
A f**ked up childhood is the reason why i am
Hardly knew my daddy so i could hardly respect a man
Shootin’ now askin questions last
All i could do was blame it on my past
i’m only livin’
The life that i was given
i with i grew up with a silver spoon 
And  a maid in the kitchen 
Pockets on indigent
Lord knows i’m not innocent 
Tryin make a dollar out of fifteen cents
So nobody gets hurt
Pockets on indigent so i gotta put in work 
So the system says i’m a whole lot of nothing
With this burner in your face you’re goin know i’m somethin’
But to my momma i’m a whole lot of something
So i’m goin’ to stay on my grind, ain’t stoppin for nothin
No time for assumptions
Life of a straight up menace
i swear i was born with a life sentence
Charged with no evidence
Got locked down behind an open fence
i wish this made sense
it’s a battle with my mind
But i lose every time
But now i’m sober, in my right mind 
Now i got a peace of mind
Where there’s a will 
There’s a way
You gotta be still and thank God for another day 
Now it’s time to thank the system 
‘Cause i found what i was missin’
How to love and to be forgiven
For the sins that i committed 
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LiFE OF A MENACE CONT.

i now pay my final penance
Shattered into glass 
Now i’m sharper because of my past
i’m tired of living in the fast lane
Pointing fingers at people to blame 
Life of a straight up menace, now it’s time for a change
Real recognize real, no time for 
A lame
Gotta break these chains 
From being criminally insane 
No more needles to the vein
Liquor to the liver
Smoke lingering in the brain
i woke up today 
in the best health
i’ve ever been
Gotta say, today was a good day
That was my life of a straight up menace
Now this is the end of my sentence.

Art by: Trigger 400
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Zic M.

iF i TOLD YOU THE TRUTH

if i told you the truth
Could you handle the truth?
Let’s keep it real
Cause you didn’t keep it real.
i thought i was high
But you really knew how to deal.
Bet that gave you chills
i use to play games
Always loved CLUE.
But the games we played
You didn’t even give a clue.
Now i feel like dust
On a pool stick cue.
Or like the 8-ball
Straight to the whole.
No Really, like an 8 ball.
Straight to the hole.
Now that’s a higher view.
But you wanted the truth,
Didn’t you?
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-ATOM-

NOT LiviNG MY LiFE

Not living my life like most
Most not good enough
Good enough’s hidden like a ghost 
Working, knowing that working’s never going to end
Beast mode is bent like an instrument
Blasting lies
Disguised so divine 
Spilling streams of my consciousness 
Just to see letters and words on paper is a lie
i strive to release greatness, powerful thoughts in my idea’s eye
Seeing vibrant in all possibilities 
Progressing in flight when thinking 
ideas have no image without your imagination
So spark up a flame and ignite a situation 
Paint it luminescent with all your live and attention
Blind of imperfections, curves, bumps, and wrinkles
Detailed attractions in my mind they twinkle
Stealing food from my fears to feed my dreams 
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Kaz O’Shay



SpiderLoco
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Warloc
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Kaz O’Shay
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Joe M.
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Titi & Nick G
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Dirty Sancho
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Jay
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Dane P

MY STEPS HAvE TWO TRACKS

My steps have two tracks
One facing straight down
And one set facing up. 

i’ve always felt my soul
Pushing up from the bottom of my feet

Telling me to take more
Telling me to step more often. 

While i see these times keep trying 

i know these steps are the ones i don’t 
Owe the earth one more time. 

if i tell myself to live a balanced 
Consciousness 
Then i have to have the mistakes balance against
Pro positive ways. 

My steps have two tracks 
One facing up 
One facing straight down

i live my life open-ended 
Open smile open friended 

i know my glory is self gifted 
Self taught 
And uplifted. 

No lacked flavor to twilight
No lost cause since i haven’t found one. 
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My two tracks 
     One up 
          One down 

Will always keep balance

Between a smile and frown.
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$ Y.S

THERE ARE TWO KiNDS OF PEOPLE

There are 2 kinds of people 
in this world 
Those that get it done
And those that don’t get it done, around here
Smash it out the park Rocktober 
Hit and run they got it done 
2 to 1 wasn’t much need 
But a whole lot of fun
On the flip side 
The other team fled like darkness
When it was like felons on the run 
Because i got on my full gear
But stayed laced up with my Nikes 
So i never run
Stand my ground 
Steady foundation 
Randy Johnson on the mound
i’m not them false fake jokers 
Forget them other clowns 
So we gonna team up and win that triple crown
2 kinds of people “get it done”
in this world negative and positive 
Need eachother even 
if they “don’t get it done” 
So it’s time to “just do it” 
So ima “get it done” 
Like i always got it done
No mistakes here 
And no hit and runs. 
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SpiderLoco

UNTiTLED

Ditches chain-link fences,
Paying for rent AND lot expenses.
Row upon Row of homes with wheels
on them at one point, now just rusted steel.
4 generations under one ceiling.
Some praying, some dealing, some run to the feeling  
of Love, or Hope, or Dope or
Whatever the f**kever, just to cope.

First day at school, in Big Brother’s old shoes,
and in his same footsteps, with homemade tattoos.
He’ll be gone for 3 summers at most, or at least 
He’ll come home a gangster, a straight f**kin’ beast
On parole for 3 more, he does what he can 
to maintain 4 the moment, Almost A Man.
But with no one to show him what that looks like. 
He’ll pick up a sack and a glock, or a pipe.

“Mother Mary, Full of Grace...” Aunty prays, such a waste
“Deliver us from evil...” But evil breeds in this place.
“Our father who art in heaven...” but daddy’s in the pen.
“Thine Kingdom come...” when he gets home, he’ll f**k it up again.

Baby Girls, Easter Sunday, hunting eggs in their dresses
No idea what causes Mommy’s stresses, dad’s messes
Sun shine’s thru the chain link, 4 today at least.
God answered their prayers and leaves them some peace.
Baby girl, Monday night, on a stage with a pole.
A few more dollars for phone calls, fill the hole in her soul.
Baby boy needs some money... chips, soups and cheese 
and alone they both wonder, is the juice worth the squeeze?
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Concrete

MY MiND

At times when reality was too much, 
i would go into my mind and search all my thoughts
Or maybe to sleep to try and build a great dream.
Away from this place and with much brighter days,
With fountains of joy which no one may take. 
To rest my weary soul or maybe just take a break.
i’d go to the beach and walk in the sand,
i’d swim in the ocean and float in a trance,
i’d look for peace and try to attain it,
At least for a second, at least for a moment. 
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Daniel C.J.

BEAUTiFUL WiTH A DiRTY FACE

Years have passed and her iris fades
After years of being washed over like a toy left in the rain
She looks as if she’s feeling crook
Stood up from the night before
Nicotine between the canvas crease from exchanging cordials in the bar
She’s a pretty-she’s a piece of work
Angelic for us all
But it’s hard to hold a smile when you’re up against the wall
Her life is on display painted in a gilded cage
And it’s just what you’d imagine
The price you pay for fame

Be careful what you ask for
We are
The eyes outside your window
There’s no need to be alarmed
And if it’s not quite what you asked for
Then i’m sorry
That you ran away with yourself
Because beauty is a devilish art
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Oklahoma

THEY CALL HER TEXAS

if you’re ever at the kitchen, you’ll find her out back
Falling out in the corner, looking for a sack
Six foot tall and thin as a rail
The last few months have been a living hell
No teeth in her mouth, lost her dentures in that one place
But that will never keep the smile off her face
i love her like a sister, stand beside her without shame
‘Cause she’s my best friend, and my partner in this game. 
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K lil G

JOKER’S POEM

The vibe i get when i’m with you is un-explainable.
i’m the Joker and you’re my Harley Quinn
As one we are un-breakable.
The emotions that we captured are very un-forgettable.
And the love we share is so highly incredible
Got us feeling high as if we ate an edible
i’m not them other Jokers baby, i’m one of a kind
if i have you, you will always and forever be mine.
Holding you tight in my arms till the end of time
So riddle me this, will you be my one in only in life?
And never let another man touch upon what you say is mine
To tell you the truth i never want to be your King
Cause in a game of chess the Queen is always chasing after another King
And best believe in any deck of cards the Joker always trumps and beats 
the King.
And can take all 4 of his queens
But i don’t want another woman
All i want is you next to me.
With a lifetime of love, laughter, and crazy memories.
Cause my love will never fade, go away, die, and that i guarantee
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Madal3$0

NOW i SEE

No i wasn’t ready not then and not now
How to be a mother i still gotta figure out
But there i was and there i fell
Addicted to this drug yeah it took me down
Sometimes in life we all make some choices
But to put those mistakes in the hands
Of the one we rejoice in
Now ain’t that a blessing
Cause the drug didn’t take me
i’m still standing
But listen to what i’m saying
Everything happens for a reason
We rise and we fall
We lose some we win some
it’s life that’s all what really truly matters
is how you pick yourself up
How you overcome it all or choose to stay stuck
i’ve got beautiful kids i’ve got a good man
A family who needs me and look where i am
i’m a mother a cousin a sister a daughter
And i’m honored to say
i’ve accepted God as my Father
i’ve used in the past to cover my pain
But i’m ready to accept this challenge that awaits
And if i fall which i might
Don’t think less of me i put up good fights
i’ll get back up and try and try
With everything in me
Tell i get it right
Forever i stand with my head held high
No more dwelling ima make it right
ima be the mother my kids deserve support my man
Start dealing with the hurt
But most of all find out who i am
i’ve opened my eyes and now i see 
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NOW i SEE CONT.

i wasn’t running from no one but me
so thank you God for rescuing me
if not for you 
What would my life be

Vanity

APOLOGY

it may not be worth anything but
My condolences to anyone who ever took a loss with me,
To anyone who ever lost to me, 
or anyone who ever got lost in me
My apologies for the miscommunication or the lack thereof 
And for the times i kept you up at night 
Talking to the man above
My love is the worst but my love is a drug
it may not be worth anything but. . .
i’m damaged
My hearts been repeatedly bandaged
And somedays i’m a crazy woman that struggles to manage
So i’m sorry that i didn’t live up to the expectations you had
And i’m sorry this live had to hurt so damn bad
it may not be worth anything but
i gotta go away cuz i didn’t mean to lead you on
You say i broke your heart but i didn’t mean to lead you wrong
And it’s sad to hear the truth
But i feel like this cuz you love me
And i’m sorry
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13Caleb.Autumn88

YOU MUST DECiDE

Although these circumstances i’ve created,
All the real relate it don’t matter if you’re affiliated.
There comes a time in life when every single one of us must choose,
i used to think prison politics was the only way in life,
Until a carnal told me “you have your freedom and a beautiful wife”.
“Prison politics is a lifer’s game for us that will never again live outside,
so unless you want to spend your days in here societal rules you must 
decide”. 
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Daniel C.J.

iN THE BEGiNNiNG

All wrapped up is when something of life erupts
When the very stuff of life is eclipsed by the atoms come to light
in something like an explosion
Feel the heat push past your eyes collapsed 
When the energy 
implodes is when these eyes are set for sight by code
The wise created and the why’s are known
For better we’ll find ourselves alone

Perhaps in the dark as synapse unfolds
in part after part - a storybook undone spark after spark
in something of wonders
Something so great that no one could comprehend them when they’re 
Awake - a state of least control
Something taken becomes where the blind emerge from this mold
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Derrick C.

UNTiTLED

i’m so tired can’t tell if i’m done or uninspired
show up wearing proper attire to impress the right buyer
just so you can have a 401k enough to retire
this is why i have no drive left no f**kin’ desire

We do it for our family, the kids, pups, whatever it is
F**king better do that, F**king better do this
All to be hated for the birthdays and Christmas missed
in the end it’s someone else’s biz yeah the dollar is his

We give you money for a chunk of your time
after all your bills you’re left with a dime
it’s just enough to drown in your own mind
then it’s to the liquor store for a bottle of wine

This is their pipe dream if you know what i mean
feel like a zombie trying to get the C.R.E.A.M.
‘cause the root of all evil is the green
like Pink Floyd said welcome my son to the machine
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Joshua D

THOUGHTS iN THE WiND

My thoughts are almost as scattered as leaves in the wind. They sound like 
this:

There is not a day that goes by i don’t think of you. Where does cheese 
come from? Did i call you today? What if dogs could talk? Why do my 
feet stink? is there a way out of here? Why am i here? There is a bug on 
the wall. There is not a day that goes by i don’t think of you. When you are 
alone what do you do? There is not a day that goes by i don’t think of you.

Transmission lost on my mission in distance
i’m transmitting through my point of view through window sills
For instance
With epiphanies where i could speak in different tongues
And i became a scholar in different forms of love
i say, Angel, hallowed be thy wedding day
i scout the preacher through the fog banks crunching blessings to my dis-
taste.
i find it glacial for you to fake it one last time
i walk the line only to find these vital signs are mine.

Daniel C.J.

SAY ANGEL
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DANIEL

HATE

i’m so quick to give my trust, even though it’s always broken,
hateful thoughts at the back of my heart, but they are never spoken.
Friendships built on blind affection, no truth or redness to it.
if i’m being honest, i don’t have real friends; can’t relate; nobody’s been
through it.
Too many lies, too many fronts. i try to be somebody i’m not.
i want to be violent, but it’s not who i am. i can’t give in; my spirit would
Rot. 
Want to speak my mind, but most of the time it goes against what i
believe.
The truth is a secret, but it always comes out; it grows over time like a 
Seed,
fading memories day by day, afraid the real me will get lost,
feels like there’s two me’s, like the bad and good; i’m trapped inside of a
Box.
i know so much, but i know so little. My scars tell a story unknown.
So much pain, too much blood, a trail of broken bones.
My life is one big Genocide of the innocents, of 10 boys and girls,
But even now, after all that’s happened, their spirits prettier than pearls.
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Raylynn

UNTiTLED

i shed my last few tears,
as i bottle up all of my fears,
i want to know how you truly feel,
but that’s one of my biggest fears,
and with every mistake that i make,
i have an emotion that i’m forced to fake,
now that i have to cover up how i truly feel,
i wish something would finally be real.

Amanda M

UNTiTLED

i hate this life that i’m living
i’m at the point where there’s no forgiving.
Breaking down doors
to prove i’m enough,
putting up walls so you think i’m tough.
Don’t say i won’t, ‘cause you know i will.
Don’t test me ‘cause i’m tougher than you see,
but you won’t control me,
not no more.
i got strengths,
but just as much as weaknesses.
i ain’t afraid to fight when i have to,
just like i’m not afraid to do what i need to do.
i will overcome and try as hard as i need to,
just to prove to myself that i don’t need you.
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A.A.

UNTiTLED

i lost relationships that mean 
the whole world to me.
i wish i would have never hurt her;
i still Love her;
i still think about her.
it’s hard when i still 
dream about her. i wish i could have
changed in the past,
then i wouldn’t have to go through this.
‘Till this day, i still Love her.
i just wish she could
forgive me.
i hate myself for always messing up things.

David F.

PARADiSE LOST

My place of peace - disrupted 
 Taken away in an instant - lost       
  i miss my home - my bed
   i only want to return - friends?
  The place i know - i lived
 How much more... can i take          
        My heart aloft - no sanctuary 
Oh how i miss my place.
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Dirty 

LOSE YOURSELF

Life at times can end in the blink of an eye
    Some of us just watch as it passes us b
One minute we’re playin’ and just being kids.
    Next thing you know we’re all grown
Sayin’ “i wish we could hit rewind and start
    over again”.  Newsflash: there are
No do-overs, no mulligans
    The world can make you feel all alone
And it plays with many different rules.
    No instructions, only a question;
Do you want to win or lose?
    One thing i would like to bring to your
attention . . .
    it’s one life, one chance to hit that
one big shot.
    Keep in mind and remember it’s all you and i have got.
    You and i are the star of our own shows . . .
    Up to us to figure out which directions to go.
    Here’s your stage and here’s mine.
As the lights come on, it’s time
to rise to the occasion and shine.
    You’re in the spotlight and life feels
like it’s slippin’ away
  You just wish you could remember
    what to say.
That’s when it hits you,
    And on cue . . .
You remember . . . it’s one life, one chance
    that one big shot.
For all of us, it’s all we got.
    You and i can burn out and just fade away . . .
    Lose out on this life and never find our
own ways,
    And become part of a forgotten past,
Or grab hold of life and make priceless
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LOSE YOURSELF CONT.

    Memories that last.
So when you hit that stage,
    Remember these words i say . . .
Our lives are not a game
    in the blink of an eye it can be taken away
it’s one life, one chance, to hit that one big shot!
    One real life is all we got.
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Jorge B

OH GOD HELP ME/RESiDENT ALiEN

O God, help me. 
For my mind has played against me. 
Every crash landing hurts, 
With a needle in my arm, 
My spirit falls apart. 

The impossible solution is to 
get rid of the needle. 
For i am weak and your servant. 
Every sad smile reflects on me. 

O God help me. 
For only i feel like a resident alien. 
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Madal3$0

DEviL’S BARGAiN

first time in the system
on some heavy a** charges
and where i went wrong
i took the devil’s bargain
addicted on a drug
that made me feel free
the rush through my body
felt like heaven to me
then one day in life
it all came crashing down
lost my dad to this sh*t
he’s doing another 12 now
and as for my man
here we both sit, on the same charges
i must admit
i took the devil’s bargain
and i had my fun
but now he’s playing his game
and i got nowhere to run
this was one hand that i was dealt
so if i play it right
i just might make it without
the devil by my side
i took the devil’s bargain
but f**k my bargain with the devil
i know ima make it, i won’t stoop to his level
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E.P.I.C.

RUNNiNG WiTH SCiSSORS

CHEERS! To those who run with shears,
To those who rope and ride their steers
Without ridicule from their peers or worries
Of their fears. 
So Here’s to those that Run with shears
Now Running with scissors is as soft as
Provoking poisonous lizards naked in 
Antarctic blizzards but no one can say
They don’t have the gizzards 
So here’s to those that run with scissors.  
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$ Y.S.

SHOW ME THE MONEY

Show me the money 
Punctuation in my life 
verbs simple yet fast like an energizer bunny
Fetti AKA money: yo Adrian we did that to straight
But yet squares are square 
So that mean they less funny
Who am i, just a human
Alone, trapped underneath this Christmas tree 
Like Easter 
Call me an Easter bunny 
No limits so i’m off edge 
Tastes kinda cruddy 
So i whip it back like cool whip
Fact of the matter is 
For you clay don’t mix 
With my puddle 
zone Conclusion of my bars are not shady 
But compare to Aftermath 
Get it all you dummies 
ET phone home 
Delivered better than any phone
So i got real like a clone
Slapped on the table like some bones 
Stay alone 
Characters like stallion 
Faded as stainless steel 
in a zone 
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Brayden J.

FLATLiNED

“And that’s why i am the way that i am.” i told this to my 5 year old daugh-
ter who currently has terminal stage 4 Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. The doctors 
say, “At this point, she could die within the next 24 hours.” After staying 
awake 21 hours straight, and after i finally fell asleep, 23 hours after i fin-
ished the story, i hear the gut wrenching neverending sound. As i look up, 
there it is, the horrific sight a parent never wants or should have to see, the 
signal travels from the child into the machine, all together, and in that final 
moment, you see it flatlined. This is the story i had to tell to my 6 year old 
son 15 years after my very first beautiful Emily passed. “Jackson, my son, 
you could never imagine the grief i went through when your sister died, 
but i love you with all my heart; i love you Jackson, and that’s why i am the 
way that i am.”
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Titi

THE RUSH

Sitting and thinking is this going to hurt
As she walks in and says take off your shirt
Taking a breath and wonder if i should even do this
Am i going to be p****d is she miss.
With a deep breath, i feel the puncture through my skin twice 
Right afterwards i think, “that was nice”.
The warm sensation rushes through
Now i don’t know what to do
What is everyone going to think
My sister says i need a shrink.
i like pleasure and i like pain.
There is nothing wrong with my brain.
i don’t care what it brings
These are my nipple rings. 
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Zic M.

EvERYONE ELSE WAS LAUGHiNG

Everyone else was laughing 
i still couldn’t understand what happened 
Everyone else’s reaction 
Quite different from the one who had an accident 
Couldn’t ask for help, had a heavy accent
So nervous
But always workin’ for his soul purpose. 
Was he perfect? Are you?
He could be Persian. You could be blue. 
But what’s it all matter when we’re in the same room?
Don’t break ‘em all down 
Just to build ‘em back up 
Just back up 
And have his back up 
He’s one of us.
You’re one of us. 
Who else can we trust?
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William H.

i AM

i am smart 
Articulate and premeditative 
intentionally appearing unobservant and average to maldictorians
i support just reformation from subconscious intuition.
My heart is like a soldier, willing to sacrifice for my beliefs
Confidently regretless, yet balancing obdurate objectives
in care for myself foremost to continue to love others.

i watch for reptilians to emulsify baited love and compassion
Although risking love and compassion
For reciprocity nonetheless. 

Awakened to our mind-altering dystopian era of addiction
Using scientific creativity to strengthen my mind, body, and soul. 
Accepting pain as a teacher usually necessary to enter 
the matrix of long-term growth. 
Always believing in myself 
No matter if others do or not, for i know who i am. 

A father, a lover, a brother, soldier, and friend. 
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Trap

UNTiTLED

Hi my name is Change and i am what we all need but also what we all Fear. 
One day i got lost and found myself in a trap house at the bottom of the map 
“Ft. Myers FL”. As i looked around i saw a junky at the door who looked 
like his job was to greet the clientele, another by a series of tv monitors who 
wouldn’t take his eyes off the screens. He must have been watchin’ the camer-
as. i noticed a young man in the kitchen counting money by the stove on the 
counter was a loaded Mac 90 and about 3 ounces of crack cut down in 20’s. 
He had the look of ambition moved with determination! His phone rings, 
all he said was pull up but as he did i noticed his mouth was full of gold. 
i was drawn to him immediately but he refused me in his stubborn ways. 
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Warloc

UNTiTLED

There’s a rat inside my head
With the tail it has, my brain will shred
i could have stayed to die
    but i fled
As it screams, “i want you dead.”
But now what’s real, wrong or right
Ascending an Army of thoughts to fight
they can’t escape my mind’s eye shut tight
Alone i now sit in the night
What’s life when it’s been torn
Serenity forlon Raised by a demon my body was worn
Under the moonlight he was adorned

The pain that i now Love i cannot be Reborn
regal’s scorn not fitting in the ground
regal’s scorn breathing water not to drowned
Regal’s scorn can’t hurt me i’ll rebound
i’m silent i hear every f**king sound

i don’t need society
F**kin’ labels insanity
What’s next beshaw
What’s next for me
A wolf ate the rat
next is my brain
With teeth so sharp
They splash at my feet like the rain
to the point of insane
leaving holes for dead thoughts to drain
But now what’s real, right or wrong

bow down to the snarling howling song
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Nicolès

JAiLBiRD CRY

Accused of a crime this Jailbird sighs 
Locked up and wishing for freedom it cries
Longing once again to be free
Hating the inmates which now it must see 
Losing its comfort of home 
Wanting no restraints so it could roam 
A life once happy replaced by hell
Confined be restrictions unable to bail
Go to court and maybe take their deal
Or go to the trial and make it real
To prove that i did it
When i know that i didn’t 
Till then don’t weep, not dare even sigh 
For that is the song of the Jailbirds cry
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Joshua D.

UNTiTLED

My last prison cellie, wow what can i say about you? Well let me start off 
by talking about the ink on your head. it looked like you ran out of paper 
but still had plenty of pen. Some of the ink you have a lot of people mis-
read. You try to be hard but i know you are just a teddy bear. You and i are 
stuck in here on lockdown and both T.v.s are on. You have your headphones 
in as do i. You punch the bunk and say hey fool look down here. i look 
down and you have extended out in your hand half a iced hunny bunn. So 
i say to you, you kind giant, you try to be tough but really you’re kind. On 
the outside you are the Grinch but inside you have a big heart times ten.
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Kaz O’Shay

PATiENCE

They say that Patience is a virtue
but it’s just not mine
‘cause when i move forward in haste
               it just gets me further behind.
                              and all that i strive for is a waste
To me it’s an oxymoron
               right outta the gate
for you see
                              that you’re tellin’ me
that to get things faster
               i hafta wait.
So just how’s this “Patience” supposed to look?
               is it like a rubberduckie rubber duck?
floating down my life’s brook?
               Or is it like when i’m with my pen
Drawing in my lifes book . . .
               . . . Looking out of the door
the door of wants, the ‘iSM which is i, Selfish, me
               what i really lack & need
is some humility, and humanity, not the profanity
               of wanting what i want and want it yesterday
of that which is to haunt in me
               my soul it is to play . . .
. . . But it’s a brand new dawn for me
               to a new day now don’t you see
for i do truly pray for this group
               don’t gulp, sip life’s soup
take it with you, bring it home, make it all your own
               Because what it’s really all about
is it’s an inside job, that’s Spiritual Clout!
                              And i turn the doorknob
and open the door to a brand-new life
               not wanting to score, free from the strife
of always wanting more and not know what’s right
               not what i want but what i need
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PATiENCE CONT.

to know, to plant the seed
               and watch it grow . . .
. . . and then you’ll know
if you do these things
               How true it rings—when i say,
“Don’t wait for life to skirt
               because it won’t hurt you
when Patience is your virtue!”

Sitting with the thought of you 
On my mind is nothing new
A blessing sent from up above
My everything my beautiful love
Baby girl please don’t forget
Mommie loves you with all she is
Please don’t forget i’m here to stay
My love for you grows with every day
Times get hard mistakes are made
But everything will be okay
Mommies here i’ve always been
in your heart is where i stand
You’re the better part of me
Thankful you’re my beautiful baby

TO L.

Madal3$0
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RobotAnathema

PROBLEMS WiTH PROBATiON

it’s getting hard to breathe
Being on probation
They say it’s supervision
But it feels like suffocation

My mind is spinning out 
Like a hamster on a wheel
Being told how to think
How to act and how to feel

i chafe at all these rules
And i yearn to be set free
While they surveille me on my whereabouts
And run tests on my pee

So we’re slow to think ahead
And loathe to pay the cost
Of regulation, supervision
And regret at freedom lost
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M.C.O.D

NEEDiNG A CHANGE

Here, surrounded by cheetos,
But i too am from the same burrito.
No better, no worse,
it hurts, but the truth sometimes flirts
    w/ only the worst.
i’ve been devoured whole
And chewed up small
All because of the bowls
And the fact i love to ball.
But it’s time to hang it up, the cleats and the glove,
Because it was fun until you start to lose the things you love.
The dream was well rehearsed; i practiced all the time.
i was told if you believe it, it works, but now i’m stuck w/ all the swine
Waiting for my water to turn to wine.
Until then i’ll practice to survive.
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Richard Cranium

iNTERGRiTY

i don’t know but i’ve heard it told 
that integrity is worth more than gold. 
What makes integrity so so special you say? 
Let’s take an in depth look without any delay. 
Some would say integrity is not tell the a lie,
but truth telling is simply the act of honesty. Nice try. 
integrity is multifaceted and complex i’m afraid, 
it is truth in the thoughts, words, and actions when dividends are paid. 
You could say integrity is conforming reality to our words, and 
not just confirming our words to reality. 
That’s the difference between honest and integrity, can’t you see?
How can one acquire such power
to manifest destiny upon command?
Upon the noble virtues you must stand. 
Discipline is one you will require more and more. 
Si vis pacem para bellum, which is latin for
if you wish for peace, prepare for war. 
intrinsic battles are always hard fought. 
Doing what’s right when no one is looking, 
is when integrity is wrought. 
if you say what you mean and mean what you say, 
then honor, loyalty, trust, and friendship will come your way. 
Don’t forget that you cannot talk your way out of
situations you behave your way into. 
“We are what we repeatedly do, 
excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.”
Those wise words came Aristotle, not the Trix Rabbit. 
So don’t talk about it, be about it cause 
“What you are shouts so loudly in my ears
i can’t hear what you say.” Emerson 
When you live with integrity to yourself and others
you take care of your friends, family, and brothers. 
in other words, “Things which matter most must 
never be at the mercy of things which matter least.” Goethe
Achieving this status will make you one disciplined beast. 
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iNTEGRiTY CONT.

Don’t think you can get away with faking the funk because
“into the hands of every individual is given the marvelous 
power for good and evil - the silent, unconscious, unseen,
influence of his life.This is simply the constant radiation
of what man really is, not what he pretends to be.” 
  - William George Jordan
“Guilt is more difficult to overcome than grief…
Grief is the product of losing something or someone. 
Guilt is the product of losing your integrity.”
  - Richard Allman
Now that we have explored a myriad of integrity’s facets
i leave you with a word of wisdom giving. 
“There is no real excellence in all this world
which can be separated from right living.”
  - David Starr Jordan
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Oklahoma

L.O.P.

N.A.C., punk and b*tch are some that i have heard
Some people call them insults, some call them fightin’ words
Back in Oklahoma, where corn is the cash crop,
if you wanna start a fight on the yard, call someone a L.O.P.
it’ll make a f**ker mad, it’ll make a man go mental
What’s a LOP you ask? An acronym for Lack of Potential
if you ain’t got potential you should just give up and quit
Cuz if you ain’t got potential then you ain’t got sh*t
So there you go Bud, now you have heard
The f**kin’ definition of another fightin word. 
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J.R.

GUiLT

 Many people are driven by guilt. They spend their entire lives run-
ning from regrets and hiding their shame. Guilt-driven people are manipu-
lated by memories. They allow their past to control their future. They often 
unconsciously punish themselves by sabotaging their own success. When 
Cain sinned, his guilt disconnected him from God’s presence, and God 
said, “You will be a restless wanderer on the earth”. That describes most 
people today - wandering through life without a purpose. 
 We are products of our past, but we don’t have to be prisoners of it. 
God’s purpose is not limited by your past. He turned a murderer named 
Moses into a leader and a coward named Gideon into a courageous hero, 
and he can do amazing things with the rest of your life, too. God specializ-
es in giving people a fresh start. The Bible says, “What happiness for those 
whose guilt has been forgiven!... What relief for those who have confessed 
their sins and God has cleared their record”. 
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Sinned

THREE

Let me tell you a story about three friends of mine…

See back in 2015 i had a friend who loved to pop pills. Percocet, Oxycontin 
& Zanny bars. One day he pop all three and walked to the store. Next thing 
you know, he falls to the floor, fades to darkness. Wouldn’t you know, he 
died in that store from a pill overdose. 

Flash forward a couple years, it’s 2017. Had another friend who loved 
drinkin’ that lean. He drank it daily, day & night always sippin that syrup. 
it was like he was a machine. Everytime we hung out he’d have a styrofoam 
cup full of promethazine. Then one day his sister found him dead in his 
house from that Codeine. 

Now it’s 2018. This is my final tell about my best friend. Never would i have 
ever thought he’d try some black. Damn, i was wrong! Wish i knew he 
was shooting it. i would have tried stopping him & tried to help him quit. 
Cause two months ago he was found by his mother, dead from a heroin 
overdose. 

Damn i miss my friends!

So take it from me, who lost three of my closest friends. Opiates aren’t the 
way to go, just stay away from them.
Love yourself & love life. 
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Trigger 400

LOYALTY

it makes you family
Live without regret
To keep it 1000% 
if i said it then i meant it
if i came with you 
i’m leavin with you even 
if i gotta 
Bleed with you! 
Ride or die
You fall i fall 
No matter the odds when i ball you ball
if you knock ‘em down
i’ll stomp ‘em out
Loyalty, something we crave
Something we gotta be about 
Loyalty, it defines your destiny
Keep it real and 
You’ll live a real life
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Derrick C.

UNTiTLED

it been 6 months haven’t seen my kids
it’s really my fault from the s**t i did
i can’t rewind the time put it back on the clock
1 criminal impersonation 3 possession of meth rock
don’t understand all the scandalous stuff
out there saying F**king times are tough
watching all these motherf**ks robbing each other
father their mother their sister their brother
so spun out they can’t even hold a job
can’t earn it for themselves all they do is rob
it’s appalling when you have nothing they not calling
then out of nowhere drop in when you’re balling
it’s all good ‘til you end up in jail with no bail
No money on the book not even mail
What happened to all the so called friends
Hard to comprehend they only pretend just me and a pen
This ship is sinking fast from the fire i cast
in the falling ash reality is hard to grasp
i guess that’s the way it goes only way to grow
time ain’t coming back it doesn’t even slow

Asa P

UNTiTLED

ten thousand sins
    And my whole life begins
Restless with so much to give
    i got lies in my head
    and not a prayer in the world
    it’s Never the same
        Never the same
        Never the same
        Never the same for me
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Concrete

HAvE YOU EvER DiED?

Have you ever died?
Ever seen the darkness without light?
Have you ever felt demons’ hands upon you body
Tryna take it for a drive? 
if you have, i’m here to tell you so have i.

See darkness follows me; it loves to dwell well within my mind. But i’m 
reaching out you see,
For i fear i am running out of time.
i know exactly what i want, but don’t know what i need.
That is why i put my hands together and get down on my knees.

i pray to God to save me, to change the world and establish safety. Take all 
the bad sh*t, reverse it, use it for His purpose. See there’s got to be a better 
scene. People say life is like a movie, mine feels like a dream.

i have seen the devil as well as Jesus upon a mountain.
i have spoke with both, knowin’ that whichever road i held my focus on 
and carry on by walkin’ on will be the one i establish all my energy upon.
See i know i could contribute to everybody’s life, but up until this moment, 
i felt as if i was blind.
There are many wrongs which i have done, too many dark thoughts let 
loose and used by my own selfish tongue. Except actions speak louder than 
words, so i’m steady trying to get rid of this curse.
Seeing the blessed side and spending less time on the negative perks.

See, somehow i always end up thinking the worst.
So if you’re reading this, first take a moment ‘n really zone in on it; try to 
envision each verse. 
See the devil’s growin’ stronger, and his demons stay with hunger and 
thirst.

Staging multiple scenes, causing confusion, using every evil event in be-
tween, even using the news and our music. See it’s for the average sheep; 
that’s the whole goal - to divide and implode,
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HAvE YOU EvER DiED? CONT.

Causing our anger to grow.

We are strong when united.
When we come together, confide in each other,
An’ fight love and never be silent,
When we SpeakOut that the reason i’m writing.

it took me a while to open my eyes.
Now i live in the moment and put the rest to the side, doing good deeds 
and good things,
Loving all yet still fighting for what is right.
There’re many souls being lost
At an extreme rate and ridiculous cost.

if this is too much, please excuse my message,
But at least try to pray every day for forgiveness.
See we were all gifted and our souls are all priceless.
So let’s live in the good chaos, for that’s exactly what life is.
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J.R. P

WHAT COMES TO MY MiND

What comes to my mind is my power 
of choice. i wish i could grasp this
 concept and take responsibility over this 
simple gift. i hate how i end up in 
these situations. i find myself in, looking 
back at a path traversed i can see 
where i lacked the ambition to step 
up to life and make the right choices. 
i tend to think i have it all
figured out and taking short cuts and 
being lazy isn’t that big of a deal. 
i snap back to reality and…

When i look at my reflection, at first glance 
i see the king of the jungle. Never do i see the man that’s imperfect, 
naive and destined to stumble. 
i see my essence as a provider and 
protector, overlooking the fact that 
there’s traps being laid by the greatest 
deceptor. 
i see so much flaw and imperfection 
and glazed over eyes as my spirit falters and fades 
in my quest to find out the whys. 
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Handsome Devil

i CALL iT LiFE

Life is death and when we live, we die.  But why do we die?  is that the things 
we do that kill us, or do we hope to die before we live.  Or are we already 
dead but do we die to wake up?  Or are we already, or are we already dead as 
we live?  Sh*t, i don’t even know.  i am living write now but am i already dead 
in your eyes?  F**k this is crazy to think.  So should i live life like i am dying 
or should i live life like i am going to die?  This all f**ked up.  Because we are 
not promised tomorrow.  We are only promised this moment so should we 
capture each moment like our last, and always make it a memorable one.  Or 
do we do it like we are dying and do it like we don’t give a sh*t how it turns 
out?  Well i guess that’s on you.  is that your truth or is it mine?  Because i 
am going to live mine like i am going to die memorable life, sh*t for my wife, 
or sh*t for my own life.  i guess it’s again your decision, sh*t i love my life.
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E.P.I.C.

WHY

Have you ever wondered why
Things are the way they are
How something so very close
Can seem so very far
Why some words are so absurd
Or why things sound the way they’re heard
How a love so very strong can hurt so very much
Or something freezing cold still burn to the touch
How time standing still seems to pass in a blur
Have you never wondered why
Things are the way they were.

Tony M

UNTiTLED

Here again in a place like sin
Lost My Way but takes falling
to win Born with nothing but
it pushes me to run in a race
that feels like i’m running
Late but still got passion
And dreams not fulfilled.  So
Sin won’t make me Lose
With Christ Jesus, already
more than a conger push through
the struggle cuz with GOD
we gonna win.
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it was a cold morning in Glenwood Springs. As i was getting out of bed, i 
could feel the warmth of my breath leaving my mouth. i was putting on my 
favorite sweatshirt that my grandma made me, and then i put on my brand 
new tight jeans. HONK! HONK! i was leaving my house to get on the bus 
when my brother came out running saying, “You forgot your lunch!” i 
took my lunch and said, “Later, runt.” “Peabrain!” he yelled back, running 
inside. i got on the bus when a rotten tomato hits me in the face. My best 
friend Judy said, “Are you okay? You want me to kick her A**?” “No,” i 
interrupted. “You sure?” “Yes, i’m sure.” i sat down while everyone was still 
laughing, and then another tomato comes flying, but i ducked just in time, 
and it hits the bus driver right in the ear. Screeech! The bus at a full stop. 
i was sure she left some tire marks that time. “Ema Watson!” “Yes” “Hand 
the tomatoes over!” “Yes, ma’am” She got up with a lunch bag and gave her 
lunch to the bus driver. She looks inside and she says, “You are in big trou-
ble, Missy. You’re not supposed to be eating on the bus. Now go sit down. 
if i see another thing in the air, you all are going to clean the bus spotless.” 
“Yes, ma’am.” After that, it was a good ride to school, but then i see this kid 
disappear into this bush and was just staying there. After school was over, 
i was told i couldn’t ride the bus ‘cause someone said i was the tomatoer, 
so i had to walk to my house, and when i got home, there was nothing but 
a burned down pile of wood that was on fire. And there they come, my 
dead step parents out of the rubbish. i just stood there and watched, think-
ing, “Not again!” it has been two years after my real parents had died in 
the same way… burned down pile of wood on fire, and then i saw black. i 
couldn’t see a thing. i woke up in a box with the sound of water outside. 

Jay

ALONE
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Bradley Y.

TRUTH

i love your hair
Your car’s so cool
i really want to know your thoughts
The dream you had
is so surreal
i really like that shirt you bought
i want to hear
about your dreams
your song’s more deep than others
i love your shoes
i love your Jeans
and i really love your mother.
So no matter
what we Say
we never know what’s true
The truth is everybody lies
So the truth is
    i Love You!
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Love Bug

LASTiNG LOvE

K. my most beautiful wife
You bring me life that i never knew
That existed before. The love that grows
inside me everyday could only mean one thing
that God meant for us to be. We started our 
relationship off being homeless and started getting
More out of life together. Having our relationship start
off where it did only made us stronger because
we didn’t start off having everything then end up 
having nothing and losing ourselves. We have life
and love that’s stronger than most. i could never
ask for a better best friend, lover, partner, or wife.
i would never give up on you you’re the very 
best you give a new meaning of what true love 
is and how wonderful life with someone should be
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Mugz

UNTiTLED

River ever flowing
Flowing to a canyon
Canyon forms into a Great Divide
Divided we stand in front of walls
Walls around your heart
i wanna get in,
i want to know you
Scared to lose it all
i know where you have been
But i’ll take a chance on you

You have broken my Mind
Mindful of the fall
Falling for your lies
Lying in wait
Waiting for what can’t happen
Happens to hurt
Hurts less everyday
This Great Divide grows
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J.R.

RESENTMENT

Many people are driven by sentiment and anger. They hold on to hurts 
and never get over them. instead of releasing their pain through forgive-
ness, they rehearse it over and over in their minds. Some resentment-driv-
en people “clam up” and internalize their anger, while others “blow up” 
and explode it onto others. Both responses are unhealthy and unhelpful. 

Resentment always hurts you more than it does the person you re-
sent. While your offender has probably forgotten the offense and gone 
on with life, you continue to stew in your pain, perpetuating the past. 

Listen: Those who have hurt you in the past cannot continue to 
hurt you now unless you hold onto the pain through resentment. 
Your past is past! Nothing will change it. You are only hurting your-
self with your bitterness. For your sake, learn from it, and then let it go.
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Daniel C.J.

iNvOKiNG THE CHARADE

The ordeal is over now - we have resolved in this small town
Two decades in the leagues and we’ve brought it back around
We hide in distal homes constructed from clayfields in lossless sleep 
We plan for sleep in forms of currents that percolate our being 
i keep my dreams vague for god’s sake
So he’s not wasting energy on a man with sough eyes to coruscate  
The inland skylines out of reach
We’ll resound in this castle floating hope
Above the city lights awry 
Where we love to sleep alone behind locked doors
Because it hurts to know they’re right

Love undressed - when degrees were just not met
Nor could anyone contain or begin to address the stains
No such hate born like that of love betrayed.
But still a form of loving them - just differently. 

Machines have played roles in mistakes that we have made
What’s driving me behind the sets is no longer your concern, my friend 
The corners of your mind is where i pervade to be
The slightest disguise among currents to drag us out to sea
i’m the pawn is disarray in Boleyn courts of Henry viii
i’ll keep my head - you’ll clean your blade
in time she’ll birth you an escape

in love, am i, only to die
On the last cut
The last line
Call off the casting call and all involved
Because it hurts to know they’re right. 
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Nicolès

THE PAiN

Here i sit in this county jail
Better than that highway to hell
i should have listened and learned
A long time ago to a song i heard
Called “The Needle and The Spoon”
Did all sorts of drugs and they were good
And what a trip i took to the moon
Dazed and confused is what i really am
Just a little more “H” in that spoon
in my arm, my vein, push it in
if you really look, deep inside of me
The strangled confusion and the pain
it’s so complicated can’t you see
it will all end i hope… i do
One day real soon
if i really find a reason
Which i truly hope i do
To toss that needle… and that spoon
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M.C.O.D

PEOPLE

People, there are so many
All the fat and the skinny
The give and the giving
To the shy and the gritty
The ones who need to please
To the ones who feel s****y 
The ugly or the pretty
ironic cuz the insides will describe the many 
To the people who do, to the people who don’t 
The people who choose, to the people who chose
The addicts compared to the sober,
And how it would feel to be one spot over 
The dreamers and the realists,
The feelers and the idealists
But funny how we ALL feel when a meal hits 
The funny can take something from the serious, 
Or of course vice versa
And the mean can learn a thing or two
From every nice person
The white to the black
And everything in between
A good person to me, it doesn’t matter their creed
The rich or the poor
We should all come together 
‘Cuz we are all people, and we’ll be people forever. 
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13Caleb.Autumn88

WHY

it’s crazy the roads a relationship will create, 
the ups and downs or getting right before it’s too late. 
The smiles and cries, the good times does there have to be the bad? 
is there a away to erase the hurt or the spouse that was left sad? 
Why are the only memories left feeling like a knife in my back?
i only called to hear “i love you” but only got a verbal attack.
Sitting here in silence the memories play over in my mind,
Please Lord help this marriage and revoke any power for the devil to re-
mind. 
My vision gets blurry alone in my cell thinking of you,
Why is there so much pain for the one being Loyal and true? 
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A.V.

UNTiTLED

What is a lie
A lie that kills
A lie that thrills
A lie that steals
What is a lie
That doesn’t leave you dry
But rather hears you cry
And will only make you sigh
What is a lie

Nick G.

UNTiTLED

Alway Remember 
good byes

are Not 4 ever
good byes

are Not the End
it Simply 
Means i’ll 
Miss you
Until We 

Meet 
Again
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DANIEL 

WHiSPERS

i’m told i’m sleeping strong, but i feel so weak.
i think too much; i don’t get sleep.
i fake emotions to keep myself safe.
But if i give in, i’ll be consumed by hate.
i like to start, but i never finish.
Wish i could clean my past like cleaning dishes.
Wish i could forget, but curiosity’s a *****.
i’m unrealistic, but then it is just  a wish.
Life is cold, and i’ve never seen light;
i love the flames but only see them at night.
i’m scared of myself, what i know i could be.
i want to take action, but i just can’t see.
i feel so alone, but it’s an instinctive choice;
i wanna be heard, but i confuse my voice.
Wish i could move on, but i know nothing’s different.
i wanna change my life, but i just can’t shift it.
i try, and i try, but it does no good;
i have a nice house but end up in the hood.
My family’s broken because of one man
too focused on others, no time for a plan.
He made me violent, and i’d kill that man.
i love my family but can’t look them in the eye;
i don’t ask for help, and maybe that’s pride.
i don’t think myself better.
i pour my heart out in hopes that someone learns
from this letter.
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Love Bug

UNTiTLED

There i stand looking for the Dream that became true
She walked into my life knowing little what it would really lead to. 
i thought she would really become all my own
As i looked around what became my happy home
i knew she had come and made my Dream so very complete
She was the one i have been truly looking for all my life
With time they became man and wife 

She wears a pretty yellow bow in her hair
She also has a halo and skin so fair
She walks so perfectly like a doe prancing
Look at the stars and they may be dancing for her
For my lovely Babylove walks very near
Her eyes so lashing like moonlight on a lake
Her lips are sweeter than the sweetest peach
Her body consumes my every desire

Let’s not be fooled 
i have thoughts that she may only be a dream
And will disappear if i close my eyes for too long
But i have faith that we will make it
Together till our very last breath
Love Bug and Babylove 2 hearts joined together
Beating as one. 
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Pat

FRiENDS

We’ve all had friends come & go
different places or they get
out or we get to stay
in touch by letters
or lose touch each other
and we went with family
some day we all have get
out of here.  And Never
each other and this Never
ending place.  i had friends
they have moved on
Never heard from again.

Nicolès

WiLL YOU

Lying in the green grass with you
Watching the Fluffy clouds go by
Two lovers with nothing else to do
We give the clouds shapes in the sky
Our erratic relationship like stormy weather
Even though we have this soul mate connection
We could really be so good together
You play an important role in my life 
Different kind of spark that i feel in my heart
Why don’t you be my gentlewoman and be my wife

N i am in jail… if this is published i am asking you in front of everyone 
who reads this and everyone who will. i love you very much… N, Will 
you… you know, marry me?

Her answer was yes!
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Kaz O’Shay

THE GOAL

i’m makin’ a list
it’s a 10 yr. Goal
of things that i’ve missed
to nurture my soul
it may be things
that i’ve done before
it may be things
that are no more
they’ll all be
                 the best
None better
    than the rest
even carne asada
Surely you jest
except for the # 1
    follow to the letter
it’s not just for fun
it’s just to live better

Nick G.

UNTiTLED

DEATH 
    Leaves a heartache no-one can heal
LOvE
    Leaves a memory no-one can 
STEAL
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Avalos

UNTiTLED

Open to love, my kids, the things that i do to bring me here.  Why are there 
so many weird people in life and especially in jail?  i love country music, slow 
music, i know i am better than the things that i do in my lifetime.  i always 
want to be a better person.  i think so and so is really cute a girl.  By the way i 
am straight.  i miss my real life that i live.  But not the drugs.  Why can’t i be 
more careful?  Bray i miss you soo much.  B. please stay out of the road with 
your bike, boy.  i got much pain in my soul and i don’t know why.  Love is always 
here and there.  Why can’t i have part of that?  Family is what i always want-
ed But yet i have not found mine.  Where is it?  i will one day.  For sure, i will.
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i’ve seen blood and evil & just untamed. My eyes have seen many things, 
only sadness was gained. i’ve been bullied, and bullied others; like father 
like son. Guilty conscious and terrible urges; life has only left me stunned. 
My eyes have only seen darkness; i’ve felt only pain. My father’s a ****! He 
makes me feel insane. i was ***** and damaged, thirsty and famished; he 
was supposed to be a mentor, but he’s turned me into a savage. My eyes 
have seen good people; my tongue has spoke kind words. But the evil 
people, words, and lies, in my memory still burns. The people stabbed and 
killed innocence raped & murdered. The sound of the neck that snapped 
was part of something i loved and nurtured. We tried to do good but in-
stead left a trail of broken bones. Life has been an unfair *****; i replaced 
my heart with broken stones. Now i’m here trying to rebuild a foundation 
that was fake. i was trained like a dog; anything i want, i would take. i 
wanna be relaxed, but i only feel comfortable if everything is collapsed. i 
wanna stay young forever; responsibilities make me stressed. But life moves 
too fast, no time to memorize the address. Lives in the slums of Liberia 
realized how blessed my life has been. But surviving through life is still like 
the devil’s Den. 

DANIEL

GRiTTY
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Ricky Bobby

WHAT iF/WOULD YOU

What if
        What if you weren’t airlifted to Children’s hospital
         What if you were able to breathe on your own
         What if your kidneys weren’t formed of cysts
         What if you had more than seven days
         What if your mother and me didn’t have to
    Decide when to take your breath away.
        What if you DiDN’T gasp for air in our
    arms the entire 47 mins.
        Would you still be my baby boy
    Would you be asking me to play ball
    Would your mother and me be together
         Wrapping up your birthday gifts
    Would you be asking me to help
         you tie a tie
    Would you oh my precious son
            Would you.
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Ireland J.

UNTiTLED

Harsh winds and restless skies
Calmed and silenced the thrashing dies
Lonely visions i realize 
are filled with meaning before my eyes 
Rain has came and took life away
Just when i thought it was here to stay
When the sun returns that very day
i’ll cling to every precious ray
Shine hard brilliant sun
Life’s few joys will soon be done 
My pleasures will be few or none
if all my senses are dead but one
The rest of me runs dry and cold
As the last rays of light 
i try to hold
The earth disappears 
in a distant mold 
And now my words began to fold.
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Cowboy

HAND iN HAND

Dreaming of her; walking down the
shoreline with her hand in mine -
The sunsets; in it’s magical glory -
glancing over her shoulder at our foot
prints that tell a true love story -
 
The sound of crashing waves pushing
whitecaps through the foamy surf as
pelicans fly in perfect formation

Gripping her hand tightly in mind; listening
to the silent words that her heart
tells mine. pulsating rhythms dance
to the song in my soul; afraid to
look back again and see the footprints in the
sand wash away and end i keep my eyes forwards and hold
her hand - if i die in my sleep i will be a happy man -
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Words are the only bread we can really share.

   ~Luis Alberto Urrea~
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OUR MISSION:

To create alternative literacy opportunities that 
work to educate and empower underserved 
populations. The Community Literacy Center 
supports university literacy research and out-
reach that promotes community action and 
social change.
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NOTES

Legend has it that Hemingway was once challenged to write a story in 
only six words. His response?

“For sale: baby shoes, never worn”. 

Today the six-word memoir project has become a global phenom-
enon.

Can you tell your life story in six words?
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